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Abstract: 
The trend in offshore oil and gas industry has been that new oil and gas fields are more remote in terms 
of water depth and in distance from existing infrastructure. The high price for oil and gas drives the 
industry to develop fields in harsh environment and record breaking water depths. Fixed offshore 
structures are not feasible for ultra deep water depths and may also be less profitable or unprofitable for 
moderate depths. This is due to the high cost of laying export pipelines in remote areas or because 
marginal fields only requires production facilities for a few years. Floating production storage and 
offloading systems, FPSOs, has been used by the offshore industry since the late 1970s but the usage has 
rapidly increased over the last two decades. One of the benefits of using FPSO‘s is that export can be 
done by shuttle tankers, thus no pipeline infrastructure is required. The FPSO itself are not depth 
sensitive and the challenges related to greater water depths are mainly considering the riser and mooring 
system. The use of FPSO‘s for marginal fields are also beneficial because of short installation time and 
mobility. Therefore it can also easily be reused for new fields.   
 
The methods for designing the hull of an FPSO has been somewhat mixed between design rules for 
ships and design rules for offshore structures. Since the ship rules are not based on specific site 
parameters and the design rules for offshore structures has mainly been focusing on fixed, tension leg 
systems or semi submersible platforms, neither one of the two methods has addressed the whole aspect 
of designing an FPSO. It is actually just recently that several of the main class societies and international 
standards have released new design codes for floating production systems. Based on the requirements in 
DNV-OS-C102 and the results available from Wamit a worksheet has been made in Mathcad. The 
worksheet sums the contribution from each panel and gives the resulting bending moment and shear 
forces as a hydrodynamic transfer function for the wanted section. Further a structural model with the 
extent of tank 1 and 2 has been made in Ansys. The sea pressures established in the Mathcad spreadsheet 
(based on Wamit results), are transferred onto the Ansys model. ULS analysis in Ansys of full load and 
ballast condition has been preformed for a selected ULS design wave. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
New oil and gas fields are now discovered on increasing water depth. Fixed offshore 
structures, which has been successfully used in many years for moderate water depths are 
not economically feasible for greater water depths, especially since today‘s fields are often 
more marginal. The preferred solution for greater water depths is a floating production 
system. The main structural challenge for a floating production system is environmental 
loads on the floater and its mooring and riser system.   
 
1.2 Objective 
The objective of this report is to give a brief presentation of different floating production 
systems and elaborate how to calculate the hydrodynamic loads and structural response on a 
ship shaped floating production unit. 
 
1.3 Scope 
The main scope is to show how Wamit results can be used to calculate cross sectional 
bending moment and shear forces on a hull girder. The pressure results from Wamit can then 
be transferred onto a structural Ansys model, and elaborate the steps of an ULS analysis of 
the hull structure. The Nexus production ship is to be analysed in Wamit and cross 
sectional forces are to be found for further investigation in a stress analysis of the turret 
interaction with the ship hull structure. 
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1.4 Definitions and Abbreviations 
ALS Accident Limit State 
APL Advanced Production and Loading 
BBL Oil barrel (158.9873 litre) 
COB Centre of Buoyancy 
COG Centre Of Gravity 
COT Cargo Oil Tank 
DNV Det Norske Veritas 
DP Dynamic Positioning 
ESD Emergency Shut Down  
FLS Fatigue Limit State 
FPSO  Floating Production Storage and Offloading 
FSO Floating Storage and offloading 
FPU Floating Production Unit 
GOM Gulf Of Mexico 
LMR Lower Mating Ring 
LRFD Load and Resistance Factor Design 
MLBE Mid Line Buoyancy Element 
MCM Mating Cone Module 
RAO Response Amplitude Operator 
Semi-FPU Semi submersible Floating Production Unit 
SPM Single Point Mooring 
STP Submerged Turret Production 
TLP Tension Leg Platform 
ULS Ultimate Limit State 
UMR Upper Mating Ring 
WBT Water Ballast Tank 
 
1A1 Structural requirements as defined in Rules for 
 Classification of Ships Pt.3 Ch.1. These are often 
 referred to as ―Main Class Requirements‖ as they 
 represent common minimum requirements to all 
 world-wide ocean-going ships. 
 
Benign waters  Environments at which the required hull girder  
 capacity calculated according to the LRFD method 
 is less than the minimum section modulus according to the 
 Main Class Requirements. 
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2 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
2.1 General 
The trend in offshore oil and gas industry has been that new oil and gas fields are more 
remote in terms of water depth and in distance from existing infrastructure. The high price 
for oil and gas drives the industry to develop fields in harsh environment and record 
breaking water depths. Fixed offshore structures are not feasible for ultra deep water depths 
and may also be less profitable or unprofitable for moderate depths. This is due to the high 
cost of laying export pipelines in remote areas or because marginal fields only requires 
production facilities for a few years. Floating production storage and offloading systems, 
FPSOs, has been used by the offshore industry since the late 1970s but the usage has 
rapidly increased over the last two decades. One of the benefits of using FPSO‘s is that 
export can be done by shuttle tankers, thus no pipeline infrastructure is required. The FPSO 
itself are not depth sensitive and the challenges related to greater water depths are mainly 
considering the riser and mooring system. The use of FPSO‘s for marginal fields are also 
beneficial because of short installation time and mobility. Therefore it can also easily be 
reused for new fields.   
 
2.2 Methods for calculation of hydrodynamic loads and structural response 
The methods for designing the hull of an FPSO has been somewhat mixed between design 
rules for ships and design rules for offshore structures. Since the ship rules are not based 
on specific site parameters and the design rules for offshore structures has mainly been 
focusing on fixed, tension leg systems or semi submersible platforms, neither one of the 
two methods has addressed the whole aspect of designing an FPSO. It is actually just 
recently that several of the main class societies and international standards have released 
new design codes for floating production systems. Based on the requirements in DNV-OS-
C102, Ref. [2] and the results available from Wamit a worksheet has been made in 
Mathcad. The worksheet sums the contribution from each panel and gives the resulting 
bending moment and shear forces as a hydrodynamic transfer function for the wanted 
section. Further a structural model with the extent of tank 1 and 2 has been made in Ansys. 
The sea pressures established in the Mathcad spreadsheet (based on Wamit results), are 
transferred onto the Ansys model.. Mathcad spreadsheets are enclosed in Annex A, B and 
C. 
 
2.3 Results of the structural analysis 
The common stress levels are below allowable for both full load and ballast condition. High 
stress levels are located near boundary lines; this is due to the simple method selected of 
applying boundary condition. Some small location shows stress levels above allowable. This 
is mainly due to coarse mesh and that some minor brackets have been omitted. 
 
2.4 Limitations and further work 
In this project the focus has been on the method of calculation the hydrodynamic loads and 
the use of Wamit results to calculate the structural response. Full load and ballast condition 
in head sea has been considered the most severe case, therefore the effect of various 
headings and loading condition has not been investigated. Only ULS stress analysis has been 
preformed. Due to the extent of work buckling and fatigue calculation requires, this has not 
been addressed. The two subjects are given as a suggestion for further work.  
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3 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
The elaboration of design loads on a hull girder is based on the following rules: 
 
DNV Offshore Service Specifications DNV-OSS-102 
 Rules for Classification of Floating Production, Storage and Loading Units 
 
DNV Offshore Standard DNV-OS-C102 
 Structural Design of Offshore Ships 
 
DNV Recommended practice DNV-RP-C102 
 Structural Design of Offshore Ships 
 
DNV Offshore Standard DNV-OS-C101 
 Design of Offshore Steel Structures, General  
 
DNV Rules for Classification of Ships, Part 3 
 
DNV Recommended practice DNV-RP-C205 
 Environmental Conditions and Environmental Loads 
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4 DESCRIPTION OF FLOATING PRODUCTION UNITS 
4.1 Deep water systems 
The different deep water system are shown on Figure 4.1 below. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Deep water systems, Ref. [1] 
 The current deepest installations are listed in Table 4.1 below, Ref. [1]. 
Table 4.1 Deepest installations 
System type Deepest current installation (01/04/09) 
Fixed platform 412m 
Compliant tower 531m 
Spar platform 2838m 
Semi-FPU 2414m 
TLP 1425m 
FPSO 1994m 
  
Except for the FPSO‘s, all depth records are located in the US GOM. Note that the BW 
Pioneer is currently under installation on the Cascade\Chinook field in the US GOM at a 
record breaking water depth of 2600m. As shown on Figure 4.2, Ref. [1], the preferred 
solution in deeper waters (300m-1500m) and the only solution in ultra deep waters (more 
than 1500m), is floating production systems. 
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Figure 4.2 Deep water systems growth, Ref. [1] 
 
 
4.2 Main Functions 
Floating production units can be put into two main categories, the ones with storage 
capability and the ones without. TLP, Semi-FPU and Spar platforms do not have sufficient 
storage capability and must be connected to a pipeline infrastructure, FSO or continuously 
connected shuttle tanker systems. Pipelines are very expensive to install, especially in deep 
waters environment. Hence these systems are often not an option for marginal or deep water 
fields.   
 
The main function of a floating production unit is: 
 Sufficient deck area and deck load capacity for needed production equipment 
 Acceptable stability and station-keeping during harsh environmental conditions 
 Sufficient ultimate and fatigue strength to resist all environmental loads 
 Wellhead\subsea manifold connection capability 
 Offloading capability   
 Possible storage capability   
 
 
 
4.3 Description of FPU’s  
4.3.1 Semisubmersible platform 
At first, Semisubmersibles was mainly used as drilling platforms, but since the early 80‘s 
they have also been used as production platforms. Semi-FPU‘s consist typically of two 
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submerged pontoons providing the major part of the buoyancy and some slender columns 
from the pontoons to the deck which is placed with sufficient air gap to avoid slamming. 
This makes the natural period in heave, roll and pitch so long that the significant wave 
periods are shorter. Since the buoyancy is very limited, Semi-FPU‘s does not have storage 
capability and does therefore not offer a complete solution for development of marginal or 
deep water fields far away from existing pipelines.   
 
4.3.2 Spar platform 
Spar platforms are usually a large diameter cylinder with deep draught. Spar platforms can 
have a spread mooring system or a combination of spread mooring and tension legs. Since it 
has a deep draught, the wave action on the bottom of the cylinder is small. If the platform 
has got tension legs, the natural period in heave is shorter than the significant wave periods. 
The benefit with a spar platform is the option of having dry wellhead trees. Since the 
buoyancy is very limited, Spar platforms does not have storage capability and does of such 
not offer a complete solution for development of a marginal or deep water fields far away 
from existing pipelines. Figure 4.3 below shows the four different types of spar platforms. 
 
  
Figure 4.3 Different types of Spars, Ref. [1] 
 
4.3.3 Tension leg platform 
A Tension leg platform looks like a Semi-FPU, but can have larger columns since the heave 
motion is limited by pretensioned tethers and not by the small water plane area. Because of 
the pretensioned tethers the natural period in heave and roll are smaller than the significant 
wave periods. Since the motions in heave and roll are limited, the TLP is often equipped 
with rigid steel risers and dry wellhead trees. A tension leg platform is weight sensitive and 
the storage capability does not offer a complete solution for development of a marginal or 
deep water field far away from existing pipelines. 
 
4.3.4 Large volume floating platforms 
Large volume floating platforms do generally have storage capability and are able to 
function in combination with other platforms as an FSO or to be a complete solution as an 
FPSO. FPSO‘s consist of two categories; unconventional and conventional ship shaped 
FPSO‘s. The FPSO can either be moored or have a Dynamic Positioning system (DP). The 
mooring can be a spread mooring system or a Single Point Mooring system for weather 
vaning capability. FPSO‘s with DP are often used for well intervention or short production 
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periods. Unconventional FPSO‘s are often designed in a way that the weather does not have 
an angle of attack, e.g. a circular hull. Thus, the system does not need weather vaning 
capability and can be spread moored even in harsh environment. Ship shaped FPSO‘s 
generally have SPM systems, but in some sheltered waters or in areas where the weather are 
mainly from one heading some Ship shaped FPSO‘s have spread mooring. The benefit of 
SPM is the weather vaning capability and a possible quick disconnectable system (beneficial 
in hurricane areas). The drawback with SPM is the need for a turret with an oil\gas swivel 
and possible limitation of number of risers. Most FPSO has flexible risers, but some system 
has been design with rigid steel riser and dry wellhead trees. The motion of a ship shaped 
FPSO is dominated by 1. order wave motions in heave and pitch and second order slow 
varying motions in surge. Due to the fact that current, waves and wind not necessary are 
aligned, a SPM FPSO will not always have head sea and therefore roll motions can be 
significant. The last few years several new FPSO‘s has been installed on ultra deep water as 
shown on Figure 4.4 below. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Deepest installed FPSO’s, Ref. [1] 
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5 DESCRIPTION OF NEXUS FPSO 
5.1 General 
Nexus FPSO is made as a generic FPSO designed for harsh environment with strict 
regulatory requirements. The production system is configured as modules for flexibility to 
meet a wide range of production scenarios.  The large storage capacity enables operations in 
remote areas. The offloading system is based on a tandem mooring configuration with a 
stern discharge system. Mooring and wellstream connection is based on APL‘s Submerged 
Turret Production system, which is described in section 5.4. 
  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Nexus FPSO 
 
 
5.2 Class Notation 
The Nexus FPSO 1 has he following DNV class Notation: 
 
+1A1 Ship-shaped Production and Storage Unit (N) with the following additional facility 
notations: 
 
POSMOOR, CRANE, HELDK, ECO, PROD (N) 
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5.3 Vessel hull 
The principal dimensions of the hull are presented in Table 5.1 
Table 5.1 Nexus principal dimensions 
Dimension Length 
Length O.A. Approx. 271.500 m 
Length B.P. 258.000 m 
Length scantling 254.14 0m 
Breadth, moulded 46.000 m 
Depth, moulded 26.600 m 
Draft, scantling 18.200 m 
Draft, designed 18.200 m 
 
Nexus is a double hull self propelled ship shaped structure. The hull is designed for 
Norwegian sea environmental conditions with 100 year return period and 20 years fatigue 
life. The storage capacity consists of 12 cargo tanks and 2 slop tanks with a total of 950000 
bbls. An outline of the midship section is shown in Figure 5.2 and shows the crossectional 
layout of the tanks. The general arrangement is shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Midship section outline 
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Figure 5.3 General arrangement 
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5.4 STP System Description 
The STP system provides safe mooring, weather-vaning capabilities and wellstream 
connection throughout its lifetime without any planned component replacements. The STP 
system will keep the FPSO on location passively moored. The STP system can be arranged 
for quick disconnect (e.g. hurricane event). 
 
The STP System consists of the following main sub-systems: 
 
 STP Subsea system 
 STP Shipboard Equipment 
 Fluid Transfer system.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Quick connect/disconnect 
 
5.4.1 Mooring System 
The mooring system will typically be designed for the Nexus FPSO to remain passively 
moored during a 100 year storm event. The mooring system will have design life equally to 
the expected field life without any planned maintenance. The mooring system will typically 
consist of three clusters of three or four mooring lines. Depending on the water depth the 
mooring lines will be equipped with MLBE. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a mooring 
layout with description.   
 
Figure 5.5 Description of mooring system 
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5.4.2 STP Buoy 
The Nexus STP Buoy is based on the same principles as applied and proven for the STP 
Buoys in operation. The STP Buoy will fulfil the following main requirements: 
 
 It connects the FPSO to the mooring system 
 It provides weather-vaning of the FPSO when connected to the mooring system 
 It provides buoyancy for carrying the mooring and riser systems in idle position  
 It connects the flexible risers to the multi-path swivel system on the FPSO 
 
The STP Buoy is a conical shape that mates smoothly into a mating cone in the vessel hull. 
It is locked in place by hydraulic operated locking devices inside the STP Compartment in 
the vessel. It has an integrated turret providing weather-vaning. The risers are pulled in 
through J-tubes and suspended in a hang-off arrangement on top of the turret. A dedicated 
winch mounted on the FPSO main deck is used to pull-in the STP Buoy. 
 
The STP Buoy consists of the following main assemblies: 
 
Buoyancy Cone 
Integrated Turret 
Bearings 
Mooring Connections 
Riser Connection 
Umbilical Connection 
Seawater Sealing 
Ballast System 
 Pick-up System 
 
 
Figure 5.6 STP Buoy  
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5.4.3 STP compartment 
The STP compartment is located at 213.4m forward of A.P. in the centre of the vessel. This 
compartment has a cylindrical shape with diameter 17m spanning in full length from the 
base line to the upper deck. The cylinder will form the STP compartment containing the STP 
main components such as the STP Buoy, Mating Cone Module, the STP swivel stack and 
upstream ESD valves. 
 
The main structural assemblies in the STP compartment are: 
  
 STP Mating Cone Module 
 Blast Relief Panels 
 Access platforms and stairways 
 Material handling and lay-down areas 
 Fluid and gas swivel 
 Swivel support beams 
 Swivel Trolley 
 Hatches 
 Locking Mechanisms 
 Mating Cone Plug with Dummy Buoy Top 
 Rope Guide 
 Swivel Stack Pedestal 
 Outfitting steel and equipment supports 
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Figure 5.7 STP with Buoy and equipment – skeleton view looking port  
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5.4.4 STP Mating Cone Module 
The STP Mating Cone will have a concentric position inside the lower part of the 
compartment. The STP deck (top of Mating Cone) will be located at elevation 7600 mm 
above B.L. whereas the vessel structure is reinforced to adopt the STP deck. Longitudinal 
location of the centre of the cone is at 213.4m forward of A.P. 
 
The top of the mating cone is equipped with a solid ring termed as the Upper Mating Ring 
(UMR). This ring will provide the upper horizontal support for the STP Buoy and serves as 
a support and protection for the seawater seal between buoy and ship. 
 
The Lower Mating Ring (LMR) is integrated in the Mating Cone at the lower part and will 
provide the lower point of contact with the STP Buoy. Strict tolerances with regard to this 
ring will be required to ensure a tight and good fit to the STP Buoy. There is no contact 
between buoy and ship in between the upper and lower mating rings. 
 
Vertical radial web-frames (shear-panels) will be arranged between the STP mating cone 
and the STP cylinder. The web-frames are aligned with the STP Buoy locking devices on 
the STP deck to ensure a proper load transfer and even support stiffness around the Buoy.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Mating Cone Module 
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6 DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND CRITERIA  
6.1 Design Philosophy, Design Condition  
According to DNV-OS-C102 there are two design philosophies for the hull girder. The 
applicability of the different methods depends on the specific site conditions, World Wide 
Operation or Benign Waters. Benign waters are defined as, Ref [2]: 
 
MWB γfi γnc ≤ 1.17 MWR + 0.17 MS      (6.1) 
 
Where 
 
MWB  = linear wave bending moment at an annual probability of exceeding 10
-2
 
     (100 years return period) 
γfi  = partial load coefficient = 1.15 
γnc = non-linear correction factor 1.1 in sagging and 0.9 in hogging condition unless 
   otherwise documented
1)  
MWR  = absolute value of wave bending moment as given in the Rules for Classification of 
   Ships Pt.3 Ch.1 
MS = absolute value of maximum still water bending moment. 
  
1) The default values given are for ships of conventional hull form. The non-linear 
correction factors for unconventional hull forms shall be documented by direct 
calculations. 
 
The limit curve of benign waters for typical hull forms are shown in Figure 6.1 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Applicable chapters of DNV-OS-C102, Ref [2] 
 
If the significant wave height is less than 8.5 m for a probability of exceeding of 10
-2
 (100 
years return period), benign waters can be assumed without further calculation, Ref [2]. 
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6.2 World Wide Operation 
If the criteria for benign waters is not fulfilled the hull girder capacity must in addition to the 
Main Class Requirements be documented based on the principles of the Load and Resistance 
Factor Design method, referred to as LRFD method. This method is described in DNV-OS-
C101. The wave bending moments and shear forces shall be determined by direct 
calculation with an annual probability of 10
-2
 (100 years return period) based on the site 
specific wave scatter diagram, Ref [2].  
 
6.2.1 Requirements for direct calculation of wave bending moment and shear forces 
Global linear wave induced loads such as bending moments and shear forces shall be 
calculated by using either strip theory or three dimensional sink source (diffraction) 
formulation. Linear wave induced loads are normally calculated by 3D sink-source theory. 
Strip theory may be used provided: Lpp/B ≥ 3.0 , Ref [2]. 
 
The following wave induced linear responses shall be calculated, Ref [2]: 
— motions in six degrees of freedom 
— vertical bending moment at a sufficient number of positions along the hull. The positions 
shall include the areas where the maximum vertical bending moment and shear force 
occur and at the turret position. The vertical wave induced bending moment shall be 
calculated with respect to the section‘s neutral axis 
— horizontal bending moment 
— torsional moment if relevant 
— accelerations 
— axial forces 
— external sea pressure distribution. 
 
The mass model must be made sufficiently detailed to give centre of gravity, roll radius of 
inertia and mass distribution as correct as practically possible. Non-linear effects such as 
slamming, water on deck and bow flare forces shall be considered with respect to local and 
global consequences. The mid ship bending moments and shear forces are calculated 
considering the weather vaning characteristics of the unit. E.g. for turret moored units, the 
calculations are normally carried out for head seas. The wave shear forces shall be 
determined at a sufficient number of sections along the hull to fully describe the limit curve 
for the maximum value. If the natural period in roll are in the range of the significant wave 
periods roll damping mechanisms such as non-linear viscous effects, e.g. eddies around hull 
and bilge keels, must be evaluated and taken into account, Ref [2]. 
 
6.2.2 Design by LRFD Method 
For World Wide Operation analysis of the Vessel Structures must be performed according to 
DNV-OS-C101, Ref.[3].  
 
The level of safety of a structural element is considered to be satisfactory if the design load 
effect (Sd) does not exceed the design resistance (Rd): 
 
Sd ≤ Rd (6.2) 
 
A design load effect is obtained by multiplying the characteristic load by a given load factor: 
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Fd = f  Fk (6.3) 
 
Where: 
Fd = design Load 
f = load factor 
Fk = characteristic load 
 
A design load effect is the most unfavourable combined load effect derived from the design 
loads, and may, if expressed by one single quantity, be expressed by: 
 
Sd = q (Fd1,....,Fdn) (6.4) 
 
Where: 
Sd = design load effect   
q = load effect function 
 
 
The design resistance (Rd) is determined as follows: 
 
 
M
kk
d
)(fR
  R  (6.5) 
Where: 
Rk = characteristic resistance 
fk = the characteristic material strength 
m = material factor 
 
 
 
6.2.3 Ultimate Limit States (ULS) 
According to DNV-OS-C101 two load combinations shall be analysed for the hull girder 
longitudinal strength. These combinations are referred to as combination a) and b) and 
shown in Table 6.1, and the environmental loads shall have 100 years return period. The hull 
girder shall be checked for both yielding and buckling. The buckling check shall be 
according to DNV-RP-C201 for plates and DNV-RP-C202 for shells.  
 
Table 6.1 Partial coefficients for the Ultimate Limit States, Ref [2]. 
Combination 
Load category 
Still water loads Environmental loads 
a) 1.2 0.7 
b) 1.0 1.15 
 
 
Note: Local peak stresses can exceed this yield criterion in small areas given that no plastic 
mechanisms are developed.  
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This leads to that the capacity check for the hull girder bending moment and shear forces 
can be expressed in two equations, Ref [2]: 
 
γf,G,Q·MS+ γf,E·Mw ≤ Mg / γm      (6.6) 
 
γf,G,Q·QS+ γf,E·Qw ≤ Qg / γm      (6.7) 
 
Where: 
 
Mg   = characteristic bending moment resistance of the hull girder 
MS    = characteristic design still water bending moment from actual loading conditions 
Mw    = characteristic wave bending moment with 100 year return period  
Qg    = characteristic shear resistance of a longitudinal shear element in the hull girder 
QS    = characteristic design still water shear force in the longitudinal shear element based 
        on actual loading conditions 
Qw  = characteristic wave shear force in the longitudinal shear element with 100 year 
         return period 
γm  = material factor = 1.15 
γf,G,Q = partial load factor for still water loads (permanent + variable functional loads) 
γf,E = partial load factor for environmental loads 
  
This means that depending on the Mw/ MS or Qw/ QS only one of the combinations will be 
dimensioning. Typical for offshore structures combination b) will the dimensioning criteria.   
 
6.2.3.1 Yield check 
The von Mises equivalent design stress ( jd) for structures shall not exceed the design 
resistance (Rd). 
 
The yield check criterion is given below, Ref [3]: 
 
  σe ≤ fy/γm        (6.8) 
 
Where 
 
σe  =  nominal equivalent stress 
fy =  yield stress of the material 
γm  =  material factor = 1.15 
 
Local peak stresses in areas with pronounced geometrical changes, such as in moonpool 
corners, frame corners etc., may exceed the yield stress criterion. Provided plastic 
mechanisms are not developed in the adjacent structural parts. 
 
Linear peak stress (von Mises) of : 
 
400MPa·fy/ fyNS        (6.9) 
 
is generally acceptable. fyNS and fy are the yield stresses for mild steel and the actual 
material, respectively. 
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6.2.3.2 Buckling check 
Buckling checks shall be in accordance with Ref [3], [4] and [5].   
The von Mises equivalent design stress ( e) shall not exceed the design buckling strength 
(fksd).  
 
             jd ≤ fksd                                            (6.10) 
 
The design buckling strength is determined as follows: 
 
              M
ks
ksd
f
  f                                              (6.11) 
 
m = material factor 
 
The material factor, m, is given as: 
 
Table 6.2 Material factor, m 
Type of structure  < 0.5 0.5 ≤  ≤ 1.0  > 1.0 
Flat plates, columns etc. 1.15 1.15 1.15 
Cylindrical shells 1.15 0.85 + 0.60  1.45 
 
 = reduced slenderness 
 
Note: These factors are governing provided that the buckling check is performed in 
accordance with refs. [4] or [5] . 
 
 
6.2.4 Fatigue Limit States (FLS) 
All stress fluctuations of magnitude and number large enough to have a significant fatigue 
effect on the structure are to be investigated, see Section 2, Ref. [7]. The cumulative effect 
of the stress history may be established by the usage factor: 
 
           
k
1i i
i
N
n
D                                             (6.12) 
 
D = Damage ratio 
k = number of stress blocks considered 
ni = actual number of stress cycles for stress block no. i 
Ni = number of stress cycles before failure if stress block no. i is considered only 
 = usage factor 
  1/Design Fatigue factor from Table 6.3. 
 
Design fatigue factors (DFF) shall depend on the maintainability, i.e. possibility for 
inspection and repair.  Design fatigue factors are given in Section 6, Ref. [3]. Where fatigue 
failure may result in substantial consequences such as danger of loss of human life, 
significant pollution or major economical consequences, special considerations shall be used 
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when selecting the DFF. For selecting DFF in such cases, Ref. [8] shall be applied as 
guidance. 
Table 6.3 Design fatigue factor (DFF) 
Classification of  
structural components  
based on damage consequence 
Access for inspection and repair 
No access 
or in the splash 
zone 
Accessible 
Below splash 
zone 
Above splash 
zone 
Substantial consequence  7-10
1)
 3 2 
Without substantial consequence 3 2 1 
1)
 Special considerations shall be used when selecting the design fatigue factors for these cases. 
 
Ship shaped structures have considerable redundancy. All elements of the hull can therefore 
be classified as, ―without substantial consequences for total structural failure‖. Ship shaped 
structures may have regular dry-docking for inspection and repair, and the term ―splash‖ 
zone has then no significance. It implies that all elements are accessible for inspection and 
repair. A design fatigue factor of 1.0 may therefore be applied to all structural elements, Ref 
[2]. 
 
6.3 Benign Waters 
If the criterion for benign waters is fulfilled two alternative design philosophies are 
applicable. The first is to perform documentation according to the Main Class Requirements 
as specified in Rules for Classification of Ships Pt.3 Ch.1, Ref. [6]. Thus direct calculation 
of wave bending moment is only necessary to document the benign waters requirements if 
the 100 years significant wave height is above 8.5m, Ref [2]. The other method is to design 
according to LRFD with direct calculations of wave bending moments and shear forces as 
for World Wide Operation. With this method the minimum section scantlings can be 25% 
less than Main Class Requirements, Ref [2]. 
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7 WAVE LOADS CALCULATION BY WAMIT V6.2 
7.1 Wamit V6.2 description 
Wamit is a radiation/diﬀraction panel program developed for the linear analysis of the 
interaction of surface waves with oﬀshore structures.  Wamit is based on a three dimensional 
panel method. The main program consists of two top level subprograms POTEN and 
FORCE which evaluate the velocity potentials and desired hydrodynamic parameters, 
respectively. The water depth can be inﬁnite or ﬁnite, and either one or multiple interacting 
bodies can be analyzed. The bodies may be located on the free surface, submerged, or 
mounted on the sea bottom. A variety of options permit the dynamic analysis of bodies 
which are freely ﬂoating, restrained, or ﬁxed in position. The ﬂow is assumed to be ideal and 
time harmonic. The free surface condition is linearized. We refer to this as the ‗linear‘ or 
‗ﬁrst-order‘analysis. Mean second-order forces are included in this analysis, since they can 
be computed rigorously from the linear solution. 
The radiation and diﬀraction velocity potentials on the body wetted surface are determined 
from the solution of an integral equation obtained by using Green‘s theorem with the free-
surface source-potential as the Green function, Ref. [9]. 
 
7.2 Possible output from Wamit V6.2 
 The following output is possible in Wamit V6.2, Ref. [9]: 
 
• Hydro static coeﬃcients 
• Added-mass and damping coeﬃcients for all modes 
• Added-mass coeﬃcients for the limiting cases of zero or inﬁnite wave periods 
• Wave exciting forces and moments using the Haskind relations, or directly by pressure 
 integration from the solutions of the diﬀraction or scattering problems. 
• Motion amplitudes and phases for a freely-ﬂoating body 
• Forces restraining a body which is freely-ﬂoating in some but not all modes 
• Hydrodynamic pressure and ﬂuid velocity on the body surface 
• Hydrodynamic pressure and ﬂuid velocity in the ﬂuid domain 
• Free-surface elevation 
• Horizontal drift forces and mean yaw moment by momentum integration 
• All quantities listed above for user-speciﬁed generalized modes 
• All components of the drift force and moment by pressure integration 
• Drift force and moment in bidirectional waves 
 
Note that the wave exciting forces and moments output is for only computed for whole 
bodies. Thus section forces and moment must be computed from the pressure on the body 
surface.   
 
7.2.1 Hydrodynamic pressure 
The complex unsteady hydrodynamic pressure on the body boundary or in the ﬂuid domain 
is related to the velocity potential by the linearized Bernoulli equation: 
 
       (7.1) 
The total velocity potential is deﬁned by: 
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        (7.2) 
 
Where the radiation and diﬀraction velocity potentials are deﬁned as: 
 
      (7.3) 
 
        (7.4) 
 
Where φ0 is the incident wave defined as: 
 
   (7.5) 
 
The velocity potential ϕ7 represents the scattered disturbance of the incident wave by the 
body ﬁxed at its undisturbed position. 
In order to render the velocity potential and the hydrodynamic pressure non-dimensional, we 
deﬁne, Ref. [9]: 
 
      (7.6) 
 
     (7.7) 
with n =0 for j =1, 2, 3 and n =1 for i =4, 5, 6. 
  
7.2.2 Body motions in waves 
The complex amplitudes of the body‘s motions ξj are obtained from the solution of the 
6×6 linear system, obtained by applying Newton‘s law: 
  
  (7.8) 
 
The non-dimensional deﬁnitions of the body motions are, Ref. [9]: 
 
         (7.9) 
 
where n =0 for j =1, 2, 3 and n =1 for i =4, 5, 6. 
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7.3 Calculation of section forces 
A spreadsheet for calculation of section forces based on results from Wamit analysis has 
been made in the calculation software Mathcad 14.0.  
 
The output request to Wamit consists of: 
 Motion amplitudes and phases for the freely-ﬂoating body 
 Hydrodynamic pressure on the body surface 
Motion amplitudes and hydrodynamic pressure has been requested to be written in separate 
files on the format, Ref. [9]:  
 
 
  
 
For motion amplitudes and hydrodynamic pressure respectively. Where: 
 
PER  = wave period 
BETA  = wave heading in degrees 
I = mode indices 
M = index of half  
K = index for panels on the body surface 
Mod = magnitude 
Pha = phase angle 
Re = real part of the complex amplitude 
Im = imaginary part of the complex amplitude 
 
 
In addition a third output file has been given where the panel are described by the following: 
 
 
 
Where: 
 
M = index of half  
K = index for panels on the body surface 
Area = area of panel 
XCT, YCT, ZCT =  Dimensional global coordinates of panel centroid 
nx, ny, nz  = Components of the unit vector normal to panel in local coordinate 
               system 
(r×n)x, (r×n)y, (r×n)z = Components of the cross product of the position vector to the 
Centroid of the panel and its normal vector, in the local coordinate 
system. Here r is given in dimensional units.  
  
 
These files have been read into Mathcad and the variables has been separated and arranged 
into arrays. The following calculations have been made to find the section forces: 
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 (7.10) 
 
 
 (7.11) 
 
Where: 
 
j  = wave period number 
n  = panel number 
Npanel  = total number of panels 
My(x,j) = the complex moment amplitude about y axis in section x due to a 1m  
      incident wave with period number j 
Fz(x,j)  = the complex shear force amplitude in z direction in section x due to a 1m 
      incident wave with period j 
HP  = the complex pressure amplitude for panel n due to a 1m        
          incident wave with period number j 
RAO  = complex response amplitude due to a 1m incident wave with period   
     number j, (the second sub index denotes the response mode) 
PanelXpos = x coordinate of panel n centroid 
ρ  = Density of water  
g  = gravity 
Panelarea = area of panel n 
PanelZnorm = value of the z components of the unit vector normal to panel n 
 
Note (PanelXpos > x) gives the value 1 if it is true and value 0 if it is false. Hence only the 
panels ahead of the given x value gives contributions to the moment and shear force. Since 
the mass is distributed along the whole length of ship, inertia forces will to some extent 
counteract the wave induced forces depending on the actual mass distribution and wave 
period. The complex inertia force amplitudes are calculated as follow: 
 
 
 (7.12) 
 
 
            (7.13) 
 
Where: 
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HMy_int(x) = a vector containing the complex inertia moment amplitude about y axis in 
      section x due to the response from 1m incident wave for all analysed wave 
      periods  
HFz_int(x) = a vector containing the complex inertia shear force amplitude about y axis 
     in section x due to the response from 1m incident wave for all analysed  
        wave periods 
M(x)  = mass distribution along x axis 
Tpj  = wave period for wave period number j 
 
Since both the wave induced forces and inertia forces are calculated as complex amplitudes 
the phase difference are taken care of and they can be simply added to find the resulting 
section forces:  
 
       (7.14) 
 
      (7.15) 
Where: 
 
HMy_eff(x)  = a vector containing the resulting complex moment amplitude about 
     y axis in section x due to the response from 1m incident wave for 
     all analysed wave periods  
 
HFz_eff(x)  = a vector containing the resulting complex shear force amplitude  
     about y axis in section x due to the response from 1m incident  
     wave for all analysed wave periods  
 
The absolute amplitudes are found as the absolute of the complex number: 
 
 |H|=(Re(H)
2
+Im(H)
2
)
0.5
       (7.16) 
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8 CALCULATION OF ULS LOADS 
8.1 General 
Still water and wave induced section forces are calculated with both direct calculation and 
the Main Class Requirements. The results at midship and turret location are summarized in 
section 9.1. The key steps in the calculation for the direct method are presented below. For 
further details about the calculation, reference are made to Annex A and B. All calculations 
are preformed in Mathcad 14. 
 
 
8.2 Wamit model     
Two Wamit models of the Nexus FPSO have been made, one for the full load condition 
with 6000 panels for the entire ship and 18.17m draught, and one for the ballast condition 
with 5800 panels and 11.34m draught. The full radiation and diffraction problem has been 
solved for all degrees of freedom for incident wave periods in the range from 4s to 40s. Only 
head sea has been considered. 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Wamit panel model – Full load condition 
 
8.3 Still water loads direct calculation 
Based on the Lightweight report and tank capacity summary presented in Annex G, a 
longitudinal weight distribution has been made for the two selected loading conditions. Each 
lump mass has been spread over its extent with a linear function based on the lumped mass 
COG. To find the longitudinal buoyancy distribution the panel file from Wamit has been 
used with interpolation between panels. Both the weight and buoyancy distribution has been 
divided into 12000 sections for the ease of further calculation. Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 
shows the longitudinal distribution in full load condition for weight and buoyancy 
respectively. Figure 8.4 shows the resulting longitudinal force distribution.  
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Figure 8.2 longitudinal weight distribution – Full load condition 
 
 
Figure 8.3 longitudinal buoyancy distribution – Full load condition 
 
 
Figure 8.4 longitudinal vertical force distribution – Full load condition 
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By summation the section force is found as: 
 
 
            (8.1) 
   
       (8.2)  
 
Where: 
 
Fzi  = Shear force in z direction 
Myi  = Moment about y axis  
qz  = resulting force distribution 
i  = section number  
Δx  = distance between sections  
 
 For further details about calculations reference are made to Annex A. 
 
8.4 Wave induced loads direct calculation 
For the calculation of wave induced loads the procedure given in section 7.3 has been 
followed with one exception. Panel results have been interpolated between mid points and 
results has been divided into 12000 sections. Reference is made to Annex B.  
 
8.4.1 Design wave  
For estimating the ULS (100 year return period) wave induced loads a long term wave 
spectrum has been defined for the North Atlantic according to Ref. [11].   
 
Distribution of significant wave heights can be calculated on the form, Ref. [11]: 
 
   (8.3) 
 
 
   (8.4) 
 
Where: 
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fHs = probability density function of significant wave heights 
fTz|Hs = probability density function of peak period for a given significant wave height 
h = significant wave height  
t = peak wave period 
αHs, βHs γHs = Site specific parameters 
σ, μ = Site specific distribution parameters for a given significant wave height 
 
The site specific parameters can be found in Ref. [11]. 
 
Figure 8.5 below shows the distribution of significant wave heights for the North Atlantic.  
 
 
Figure 8.5 Long term distribution of significant wave height 
 
The corresponding 100 years return period significant wave height is found as: 
 
     (8.5) 
 
Where: 
 
Hs_100 = 100 years return period significant wave height 
TR = is the return period in years 
n = is the number of storms during a year (2922) 
αHs, βHs γHs = Site specific parameters 
 
The zero-up crossing distribution function for the calculated significant wave height is 
shown in Figure 8.6 on the next page. 
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Figure 8.6 Distribution of zero up crossing period  
 
The process is assumed to be reasonable narrow banded thus the peak period is found as, 
Ref. [11]: 
 
     (8.6) 
 
Where: 
 
Tz_100 = Most probable zero up crossing period for the Hs_100  spectrum  
Hs_100 = 100 years return period significant wave height 
σ, μ = Site specific distribution parameters for the given Hs_100   
 
 
 The combined probability of a 100 years return period significant wave height with a given z
 zero up crossing period is set to: 
 
     (8.7) 
Where: 
fHs = probability density function of significant wave heights 
fTz|Hs = probability density function of peak period for a given significant wave height 
Tz_100 = Most probable zero up crossing period for the Hs_100  spectrum  
Hs_100 = 100 years return period significant wave height 
 
Mathcad built in numerical equation solver has then been used to solve: 
 
     (8.8) 
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To find Hs for a given Tz that gives the same combined probability as the most probable 100 
year storm, in accordance with the constant probability density approach, Ref. [11]. The 
characteristic largest wave amplitude is taken as follows:  
        (8.9) 
 
     (8.10) 
 
 
Where: 
δa.max = characteristic largest wave amplitude 
m0 = spectrum moment 
Hs = significant wave height 
Tz = zero up crossing period 
 
10800 are the number of seconds during a 3 hour storm. 
 
The relationship between Tz and Tp is simply taken as, Ref. [11]: 
    (8.11) 
 
Now the 100 year design wave amplitude can be found for a given wave period as: 
 
   (8.12) 
Where: 
δa.100|Tp = 100 year design wave amplitude for a given Tp  
Hs100|Tz = 100 years return period significant wave height for a given Tz 
Tz = zero up crossing period 
Tp = Wave period 
 
The ULS wave induced section forces can then be found by combing the ULS design wave 
amplitude for a given Tp with the transfer function for bending moment and shear force. The 
most severe 100 year return period wave induced section forces for midship and turret 
location, has been found by plotting the ULS design wave times the transfer function for 
bending moment. Figure 8.7 shows the 100 year return period midship wave induced 
bending moment along with ULS design wave amplitude for wave periods between 10s and 
20s. Wave induced bending moments for 10m wave amplitude is also shown as a reference 
for the transfer function. Figure 8.8 shows the same for turret section, both are for full 
loaded condition. For further details reference are made to Annex B. 
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Figure 8.7 100 year return period wave induced midship bending moment 
 
  
Figure 8.8 100 year return period wave induced turret section bending moment 
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The worst ULS design wave has been identified for the turret section and the phase of the 
maximum is simply found as the argument of the complex transfer function. Wave data for 
full load and ballast condition for maximum bending moment at the turret section are listed 
in the Table 8.1 below, Ref. Annex B. 
 
Table 8.1 ULS wave data for max bending moment at turret section 
 Wave amplitude 
[m] 
Wave period 
[s] 
Phase angle 
[deg] 
Full load condition 15.555 13.5 -144.02 
Ballast condition 15.304 13.0 42.87 
 
The ship position, when maximum moments at the turret section occurs, relative to the wave 
is shown in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10 for full load and ballast condition respectively. 
 
Figure 8.9 Full load condition, maximum sagging moment at turret location 
 
 
Figure 8.10 Ballast condition, maximum hogging moment at turret location 
 
Non-linear correction factor has not been applied. This would have reduced the wave run 
over as shown in Figure 8.9, because of the effect of the bow flare. Nevertheless green water 
was measured up to 7m on the forecast deck during the model tests. Bow out of water was 
also noted during the model test, Ref. [12]. Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12 are snapshots from 
model test that shows green water on deck and bow out of water respectively. 
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Figure 8.11 Irregular wave test, Hs 12 Tp 12, Full load condition, Ref. [12]. 
 
 
Figure 8.12 Irregular wave test, Hs 16 Tp 16, Full load condition, Ref. [12]. 
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9 DESIGN CONDITIONS AND DESIGN LOADS 
9.1 General 
Results from calculations are summarized in the tables below, reference are made to Annex 
A and B. 
 
Table 9.1 Bending moment on hull girder 
Sections: 
Still water loads [kNm] Wave induced loads [kNm] 
1A1 rule requirement Direct calculation 1A1 rule requirement Direct calculation ULS 
Sagg Hogg 
Fully 
loaded 
Ballast 
condition 
Sagg Hogg 
Fully 
loaded 
Ballast 
condition 
Midship section -3205043 3527342 -5234071 2269107 -5423919 5101619 ±10539719 ±8869926 
Turret section -1472798 1620903 -1616204 495876 -2678323 2519171 ±3180191 ±2796953 
Maximum 0 3527342 12884 2270038 0 5101619 
±10555280 ±8893400 
Minimum  -3205043 0 -5234071 -172542 -5423919 0 
 
Table 9.2 Shear force on hull girder 
Sections: 
Still water loads  [kN] Wave induced loads [kN] 
1A1 rule requirement Direct calculation 1A1 rule requirement Direct calculation ULS 
Sagg Hogg 
Fully 
loaded 
Ballast 
condition 
Sagg Hogg 
Fully 
loaded 
Ballast 
condition 
Midship section -49690 54687 12884 1157 -40135 40135 ±60968 ±49894 
Turret section -62113 68359 70148 -34430 -54013 57335 ±131345 ±113133 
Maximum 0 68359 81850 33058 57335 57335 
±136240 ±117790 
Minimum  -62113 0 -103232 -34431 -54013 -54013 
 
9.2 Load Cases 
Based on the results from direct calculation and the partial load factor for ULS a) and b) 
given in Table 6.1 the worst condition has been found to be ULS b) for the turret section as 
shown in Table 9.3 below. Therefore only the ULS b) combination has been selected for 
further analyses. 
 
Table 9.3 ULS combination, loads at turret section 
 
ULS 
combination 
Full load condition Ballast condition 
Shear force 
[kN] 
Bending moment  
[kNm] 
Shear force 
[kN] 
Bending moment  
[kNm] 
a) 168988 -3251817 -113860 2380097 
b) 209551 -4373917 -153602 3428803 
  
Wave data for the ULS design wave that gives the maximum bending moment at the turret 
section are listed in Table 8.1. For the given wave data acceleration, external pressure and 
internal pressure has been calculated as elaborated in the following sections.  
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9.2.1 Section forces at frame 111 
Since the structure front of frame 111 is not modelled in Ansys section forces representing 
the total loading condition at the mentioned structure must be applied at frame 111. Section 
forces calculated as elaborated in section 8 for frame 111 are listed in Table 9.4 below, 
reference are made to Annex A and B. 
 
Table 9.4 Section loads at frame 111 
 
Loading  
condition 
Still water loads Wave induced loads ULS b) condition loads 
Shear  
force 
[kN] 
Bending  
moment  
[kNm] 
Shear  
force 
[kN] 
Bending  
moment  
[kNm] 
Shear  
force 
[kN] 
Bending  
moment  
[kNm] 
Full load  36430.625 -204473.316 58317.268 -387910.172 103495.483 -650570.014 
Ballast 5550.659 38519.850 -53326.759 341965.024 -55775.113 431779.628 
 
9.2.2 Acceleration 
Acceleration for the point in time when bending moment at the turret section is at maximum 
has been calculated based on the RAO from Wamit. The accelerations for full load and 
ballast condition are listed in Table 9.5 below. For further details reference are made to 
Annex B. 
 
Table 9.5 Accelerations for max bending moment at turret section 
 Heave acceleration 
[m/s
2
] 
Pitch acceleration 
 [rad/s
2
] 
Full load condition 0.8007 -0.029386 
Ballast condition -0.6220 0.027691 
 
The total ULS vertical acceleration is calculated as follows, Ref. [2]: 
 
atot = γs·astat + γw·adyn        (9.1) 
 
where: 
atot  =ULS acceleration for a given component 
γs = Load factor for static loads, Ref. Table 6.1 
γw = Environmental load factor Ref. Table 6.1 
astat = Static acceleration e.g. acceleration of gravity = 9.81 m/s
2
 
 adyn = Dynamic acceleration e.g. heave and pitch acceleration 
 
 Thus the applied acceleration in ULS b) becomes as listed in Table 9.6 below. 
 
 Table 9.6 Applied accelerations for ULS b) condition 
 Heave acceleration 
[m/s
2
] 
Pitch acceleration 
 [rad/s
2
] 
Full load condition 10.7308 -0.0337939 
Ballast condition 9.0947 0.03184465 
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9.2.3 External sea pressure 
The external sea pressure distribution is defined as normal pressure with an annual 
probability of exceedance equal to 10-2 (100 years return period) for ULS, Ref.  [10]. 
 
The total ULS external design pressure is calculated as follows, Ref.  [10]: 
 
Ptot = γs·Pstat + γw·Pdyn        (9.2) 
 
where: 
Ptot = The total ULS external design pressure 
γs = Load factor for static loads, Ref. Table 6.1 
γw = Environmental load factor Ref. Table 6.1 
Pstat = Hydrostatic pressure for the relevant load condition 
 Pdyn = Linear hydrodynamic sea pressure calculated by hydrodynamic analysis 
 
The pressure results from a linear analysis in Wamit give only the dynamic part of the sea 
pressure up to still water line. Hence it must be corrected according to linear wave theory. 
Figure 9.1 below shows how the pressure variation are to be corrected. 
 
 
Figure 9.1 Pressure variation under a wave crest and a wave trough according to 
linear theory, Ref. [10]. 
 
 A simplified wave amplitude for a given section is calculated based on, Ref.  [10]: 
 
  Wave amplitude = (γw · Pdyn.WL)  / (ρ·g)     (9.3) 
  
Where: 
Pdyn.WL  = Dynamic pressure at water line  
γw  = Environmental load factor Ref. Table 6.1 
ρ  = Density of sea water  
g  = Gravity 
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The dynamic pressure with correction and static pressure is then summed as shown in Figure 
9.2 and Figure 9.3. This has been done in Mathcad by taking the pressure result file along 
with the panel file from Wamit and a node position file of the structural model from Ansys. 
The unit and coordinate systems of the two models has been adjusted to give a conform 
system. Pressure results from Wamit are corrected and added with static pressure and then 
applied to the relevant Ansys node numbers and written to a load file for Ansys. The 
Mathcad spreadsheet used for this is enclosed in Annex C. Reference is also made to the 
pressure plots at the beginning of Annex E and F.  
 
Figure 9.2 Total pressure variation under a wave trough, Ref. [10]. 
 
 
Figure 9.3 Total pressure variation under a wave crest, Ref. [10]. 
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9.2.4 Internal pressure 
For the ULS condition it is normal practice to consider long crested head sea. The transverse 
acceleration will be more or less zero (no roll and sway motion). The longitudinal 
acceleration is also small. It is usually sufficient to only include the vertical acceleration 
induced by the heave and pitch motion, Ref.  [10]: 
 
Pv = (γs · g + γw · av) ρ·hs 
 
Where: 
Pv = Pressure due to gravity and vertical acceleration 
γw = Environmental load factor Ref. Table 6.1 
γs = Load factor for static loads, Ref. Table 6.1 
g = Gravity 
av = Vertical acceleration at relevant position (accounting for pitch acceleration) 
ρ = Density of luiquid 
hs = Vertical distance from the point considered to the top of the tank or air pipe 
 
Since the height of the air pipe is not known it is set to 0.76m, as recommended in Ref. [10]. 
 
Based on the density of liquid and accelerations given in Table 9.6 the following equation is 
then set for the internal tanks: 
 
 PCOT = 850kg/m
3
 · (26.6m + 0.76m-z) · (10.7308m/s
2 
+ 0.03184465 rad/s
2
 · x)         (9.4) 
 
 PWBT = 1025kg/m
3
 · (26.6m + 0.76m-z) · (9.0947m/s
2 
- 0.03184465rad/s
2
 · x)           (9.5) 
 
Where: 
PCOT  = Pressure in Cargo Oil Tank 
PWBT  = Pressure in Water Ballast Tank 
z  = z coordinate for relevant position, (z=0  at base line) 
x  = x coordinate for relevant position , (x=0  at midship) 
 
Ref. [10] recommends that the density of cargo is not to be taken less than 1025kg/m
3
, this is 
conservative at midship section where the wave trough is for the sagging condition. But it is 
non-conservative for the turret section, because it will counteract more of the external 
pressure from the wave crest that is at turret section as shown in Figure 8.9. Ref. [10] also 
recommends that the vertical acceleration is taken as the maximum not considering the 
phase angle, this is also non-conservative as for the same reasons as noted above, therefore 
the phase has been taken into account. Further recommends Ref. [10] that the vertical 
acceleration at the centre of the tank is used for the whole tank, this is not considered as non-
conservative, but in the interest of an ―as real as possible‖ condition the tank pressure is 
calculated for all x positions.  Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5 shows an outline of internal and 
external pressure for sagging and hogging condition respectively. 
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Figure 9.4 External and internal pressure in front of turret section, sagging condition 
 
 
Figure 9.5 External and internal pressure in front of turret section, hogging condition 
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10 ANALYSIS METHOD AND MODELLING 
10.1 General 
Linear static stress analyses of the ship structure are performed using the FE analysis 
program ANSYS Mechanical APDL Rev. 12.01, Ref. [14].  
 
10.2 Geometry of FE model 
The turret centre is located at the bulkhead between tank 1 and 2, 213.41m in front of A.P. 
Therefore has the extent of the model been set to frame 94 to frame 111. Frame 94 is the 
bulkhead between tank 2 and 3, and frame 111 is the bulkhead between tank 1 and F.P.C. 
The extent of the model is therefore 2 tanks and not the recommended 3 tanks, Ref. [2], as if 
the turret was located in centre of one tank. The model could have been extended further 
with half a tank in each direction. This would have removed hard points from the BC, but 
since this area is far away from the turret which in this case is the area of interest, it has not 
been considered as necessary. The model also includes a detail model of the MCM and STP 
cylinder with the top structure. The structure of the model is generally aimed to be as close 
to the structural drawings as possible. However, structural approximations and 
simplifications are used in order to reduce the number of elements. All longitudinal 
stiffeners have been included in the model. Secondary stiffeners are modelled as beam 
elements. Manholes, cutouts for stiffeners, pipes etc. are not included. Minor doors with 
reinforcement are not modelled. Brackets are in general not modelled. This includes 
brackets at transverse frame connections and on longitudinal stiffeners etc. However, large 
brackets with size of the web spacing are modelled. Minor bulkheads associated with minor 
tanks, ventilation and escape casings, sea chest etc. are not modelled. Three coordinate 
systems has been used and are identified as follows: 
 
CSYS 0  Cartesian coordinate system with origin at turret centre, CL and ship base 
line. X is positive forwards, Y is positive port, Z is positive upwards. 
 
CSYS 1  Cylindrical coordinate system with origin same as for CSYS 0.  
X is the radial axis, Y is the tangential axis and Z is the longitudinal axis. The 
longitudinal axis is the same as the CSYS 0 Z axis.  
 
CSYS 11 Cartesian coordinate system with origin at midship, CL and WL.  
  X is positive forwards, Y is positive port, Z is positive upwards. 
  
These coordinate systems are also used for the results plots, with the notations RSYS. Plots 
of the FE model are shown in Annex D.      
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10.3 Material properties in FE model 
Linear material properties are applied to all elements. The structural strength analysis will be 
linear static analysis. Typical material properties for linear static analysis are given in Table 
10.1. 
 
Table 10.1 Material properties in FE model 
Description  Value 
Elastic modulus, E [N/mm
2
]  210000 
Poisson ratio, v  0.3 
Density,[kg/mm3]  7.85E-6* 
* 
the density has been increased to 9.4218E-6 to account for material not modelled.  
 
10.4 Element description 
The following finite elements in ANSYS, Ref. [14], are used in the FE model:  
 
10.4.1 SHELL181 
SHELL181 is suitable for analyzing thin to moderately thick shell structures. It is a 4-node 
element with six degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the x, y, and z directions, 
and rotations about the x, y, and z-axes. The geometry, node locations, and the element 
coordinate system for this element are shown in Figure 10.1. The element is defined by four 
nodes: I, J, K, and L. The element formulation is based on logarithmic strain and true stress 
measures. The element kinematics allow for finite membrane strains (stretching). However, 
the curvature changes within a time increment are assumed to be small. The degenerate 
triangular option should only be used as filler elements in mesh generation. To define the 
thickness and other information, real constants or section definition must be specified. 
SHELL181 uses a penalty method to relate the independent rotational degrees of freedom 
about the normal (to the shell surface) with the in-plane components of displacements. The 
ANSYS program chooses appropriate penalty stiffness by default. SHELL181 supports 
uniform reduced integration and full integration with incompatible modes. Using reduced 
integration with hourglass control creates some usage restrictions, although minimal. For 
example, to capture the in-plane bending of a cantilever or a stiffener a number of elements 
through the thickness direction is necessary. Bilinear elements, when fully integrated, are 
too stiff in in-plane bending. SHELL181 uses the method of incompatible modes to enhance 
the accuracy in bending-dominated problems. This approach is also called "extra shapes" or 
"bubble" modes approach. SHELL181 uses the formulation that ensures satisfaction of the 
patch test, Ref.  [13]. Using full integration mode in the analysis, implies the inclusion of 
incompatible modes and the use of full (2x2) quadrature. SHELL181, when fully integrated 
and  including incompatible modes, does not have any spurious energy mechanisms. This 
specific form of SHELL181 is highly accurate, even with coarse meshes.   
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Figure 10.1 Shell 181 geometry 
 
10.4.2 MASS21  
MASS21 is a point element having up to six degrees of freedom: translations in the nodal x, 
y, and z directions and rotations about the nodal x, y, and z axes. A different mass and rotary 
inertia may be assigned to each coordinate direction. The mass element is defined by a 
single node, concentrated mass components (Force*Time
2
/Length) in the element coordinate 
directions, and rotary inertias (Force*Length*Time
2
) about the element coordinate axes.  
10.4.3 BEAM4  
BEAM4 is a uniaxial element with tension, compression, torsion, and bending capabilities. 
The element has six degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z 
directions and rotations about the nodal x, y, and z axes. The geometry, node locations, and 
coordinate systems for this element are shown in Figure 10.2 . The element is defined by 
two or three nodes, the cross-sectional area, two area moments of inertia (IZZ and IYY), two 
thicknesses (TKY and TKZ), an angle of orientation (θ) about the element x-axis, the 
torsional moment of inertia (IXX), and the material properties. The element x-axis is 
oriented from node I toward node J. For the two-node option, the default (θ = 0°) orientation 
of the element y-axis is automatically calculated to be parallel to the global X-Y plane. 
Several orientations are shown in Figure 10.2. For the case where the element is parallel to 
the global Z axis (or within a 0.01 percent slope of it), the element y axis is oriented parallel 
to the global Y axis (as shown). For user control of the element orientation about the 
element x-axis, use the θ angle (THETA) or the third node option.  
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Figure 10.2 Beam 4 geometry 
 
In addition, constraint equations have been applied locally to obtain correct connections 
between the point mass in the STP compartment and MCM. Constraint equation has also 
been used at Frame 111 for applying section forces, Ref. Annex E, plot E3 and E4.  
 
10.5 Meshing 
The STP Cylinder, Cylinder Extension and MCM have been meshed using a global mesh 
size of 180mm. The mesh has then been gradually increased to 400mm for the rest of the 
hull, corresponding to two elements between stiffeners. All shells and longitudinal stiffeners 
have been modelled with Shell 181 elements with key option fully integrated and 
incompatible modes. The longitudinal stiffeners are modelled with one element over the web 
height and one or two elements for the flange, depending on the profile being L or T type. 
The modelled height of the longitudinal stiffeners is taken as the full height of the actual 
stiffeners. This will give some extra cross section area, but this is considered to 
approximately even out the weld area. Depending on the thickness of the flange and the 
plate the second order area moment will be too large or too small if the thickness of flange 
and plate is not equal, Figure 10.3 illustrates this. Since the flange and plate thickness are in 
the same range, this has not been considered. Secondary stiffeners have been modelled with 
beam elements, Ref. Annex D, Plot D46. The meshing application in ANSYS has been used 
for automatically creating the mesh. In some regions, where the ANSYS meshing 
application has constructed a poor mesh, the mesh has been manually improved.  
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Figure 10.3 Shell modeling 
 
10.6 Boundary Conditions 
On cut lines of the upper deck, bottom shell, inner bottom, outer and inner side shell at 
Frame 94 symmetry condition has been applied. The cutline of the plates cannot move in the 
longitudinal direction, nor rotate along the cutline. In addition the cut lines for outer and 
inner side shell are supported for vertical displacement. The cutline for the centre shell is 
supported for all displacement. The master node at Frame 111 is supported for transverse 
displacement to remove the built up moment about the vertical axis, due to any unwanted 
unbalanced force results in the transverse direction. Plots of the boundary condition are 
enclosed in Annex E and F.   
 
 
10.7 Applied loads 
Section forces from the hull in front of frame 111 have been applied at a master node with 
constraint equation to the nodes on the cut lines at frame 111. Inertia loads has been applied 
globally both as vertical acceleration (gravity and heave acceleration), and angular 
acceleration at Lbp/2 (pitch acceleration). Tank pressure has been applied to all tank surfaces, 
except to walls between two equally filled tanks. The tank pressure is internally calculated in 
Ansys for each node, based on specified equation and node position. Sea pressure is read in 
to Ansys from an array calculated in Mathcad and applied to relevant nodes. Plots of the 
applied loads are enclosed in Annex E and F.   
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11 RESULT OF ULS ANALYSIS 
11.1 Full loaded Condition 
The general stress level found is lower than the permissible stress level. Areas influenced by 
the boundary conditions show high stress levels. This is due to the boundary conditions 
being totally rigid and thus introducing unrealistic hard points. The most loaded element are 
the centre shell, Ref. Annex E Plot E39 and E40. The stresses in this location are mainly 
shear stresses, and shear buckling may be dimensioning. Some other small areas shows peak 
stresses over permissible, this is mainly due to coarse mesh and neglected brackets. The 
transverse frames show very low utilizations, and the conclusion is that this condition is not 
dimensioning for the transverse frames. For further details reference is made to Annex E. 
 
Ovaling of the turret  
The STP Cylinder shows an ovaling of 25mm compression in the ship longitudinal 
direction, this is not critical in any manner for the APL STP system, since bearing and 
connecting areas are all located below STP deck (7600mm above base line). The ovaling at 
Upper Mating Ring is 2mm and considered neglectable. The ovaling at Lower Mating Ring 
is 12mm (elongation) in the ship longitudinal direction and 6mm (compression) in the ship 
transverse direction. Elongation is not critical, and the 6mm compression is considered to be 
considerably lower than critical.  
 
Table 11.1 Ovaling of the turret, Full load condition 
Structural part  
 
Diameter 
[mm] 
Compression 
ovaling 
[mm] 
Elongation 
ovaling 
[mm] 
Plot 
STP Cylinder  
at upper deck 
17000 25 - E18/E24 
Upper Mating Ring 8130 0 2 E21/E25/E26 
Lower Mating Ring 13500 7 12 E23/E25/E26 
 
 
Conclusion 
The general stress level in the full loaded condition is below permissible stress level, except 
from some local peak stresses found in corner of cutouts on frames 104-110 and close to the 
boundary conditions. These stresses are very concentrated over a limited area and will only 
result in redistribution of stresses.  
 
The results found in the analysis presented, document that the strength with respect to 
yielding, are within the specific requirements. And the compressions of the mating rings are 
acceptable. 
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11.2 Ballast Condition 
The general stress level found is lower than the permissible stress level. Areas influenced by 
the boundary conditions show high stress levels. This is due to the boundary conditions 
being totally rigid and thus introducing unrealistic hard points. The most loaded element are 
the centre shell, Ref. Annex F Plot F39 and F40. The stresses in this location are mainly 
shear stresses, and shear buckling may be dimensioning. Some other small areas shows peak 
stresses over permissible, this is mainly due to coarse mesh and neglected brackets. The 
transverse frames show very low utilizations, and the conclusion is that this condition is not 
dimensioning for the transverse frames. For further details reference is made to Annex E. 
 
Ovaling of the turret  
The STP Cylinder shows an ovaling of 22mm elongation in the ship longitudinal direction, 
this is not critical in any manner for the APL STP system, since bearing and connecting 
areas are all located below STP deck (7600mm above base line). The ovaling at Upper 
Mating Ring is 2.5mm and considered neglectable. The ovaling at Lower Mating Ring is 
9mm (compression) in the ship longitudinal direction and 6mm (elongation) in the ship 
transverse direction. Elongation is not critical, and the 9mm compression is considered to be 
much lower than critical.  
 
Table 0.1 Ovaling of the turret, Full load condition 
Structural part  
 
Diameter 
[mm] 
Compression 
ovaling 
[mm] 
Elongation 
ovaling 
[mm] 
Plot 
STP Cylinder  
at upper deck 
17000 - 22 F18/F24 
Upper Mating Ring 8130 2.5 0 F21/F25/F26 
Lower Mating Ring 13500 9 6 F23/F25/F26 
 
 
Conclusion 
The general stress level in the full loaded condition is below permissible stress level, except 
from some local peak stresses found in corner of cutouts on frames 104-110 and close to the 
boundary conditions. These stresses are very concentrated over a limited area and will only 
result in redistribution of stresses.  
 
The results found in the analysis presented, document that the strength with respect to 
yielding, are within the specific requirements. And the compressions of the mating rings are 
acceptable. 
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13 LIST OF ANALYSIS FILES 
Input and results files from Wamit and ANSYS are listed in Table 13.1 below. These files 
are stored on a CD and can be given on request.  
 
Table 13.1 Analysis files 
File Name Purpose/structural item identification 
 
Wamit ballast condition files 
config.wam Configuration file for wamit 
fnames.wam Input file for Wamit listing the file names 
nexus1134.frc Force control file 
nexus1134.gdf Geometric data file 
nexus1134.pot Potential control file 
nexus1134.4 Motion amplitude output 
nexus1134.5p Pressure amplitude output 
nexus1134.pnl Panel data output 
 
Wamit full load condition files 
config.wam Configuration file for wamit 
fnames.wam Input file for Wamit listing the file names 
nexus1817.frc Force control file 
nexus1817.gdf Geometric data file 
nexus1817.pot Potential control file 
nexus1817.4 Motion amplitude output 
nexus1817.5p Pressure amplitude output 
nexus1817.pnl Panel data output 
  
 
Mathcad worksheets 
DNV_1A1_Bengin_Wave_Loads.xmcd DNV 1A1 Bengin Wave Loads 
DNV_Still_ Water_Loads.xmcd DNV Still  Water Loads 
Still_water_loads_ballast.xmcd Still water loads ballast 
Still_water_loads_fully_loaded.xmcd Still water loads fully loaded 
Wave_induced loads_Ballast.xmcd Wave induced loads Ballast 
Wave_induced loads_fully_loaded.xmcd Wave induced loads fully loaded 
Wave_Press_ballast.xmcd Wave Press ballast 
Wave_Press_loaded.xmcd Wave Press loaded 
 
Ansys files 
Nexus_model.db Ansys model file 
Nexus_loaded.rst Ansys result file – full loaded condition 
Nexus_ballast.rst Ansys result file – ballast condition 
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ANNEX A 
Calculation of still water section forces 
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Still water loads - Main Class Requirements
DNV-OS-C102
ANNEX A, Page 1 of  23
Date: 11.06.10
DNV OFFSHORE STANDARD
calculation of still water loads
STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF OFFSHORE SHIPS
DNV-OS-C102
Input parameters
Length O.A. LOA 271m:=
Length B.P. Lpp 258.0m:=
Rule length L Lpp:=
Breadth (moduled) B 46.0m:=
Depth (moduled) D 26.6m:=
Design Draught (moduled) T 18.2m:=
Displacement in tonnes (moduled) Depm 185293.2tonne:=
Density of sea water ρsea 1025
kg
m
3
:=
Displacement volume (moduled) Depv
Depm
ρsea
180774 m
3
⋅=:=
Turret position xturret 213.41m:=
Block coefficient  (moduled) CB
Depv
L B⋅ T⋅
0.837=:=
Wave Coefficient Cw 0.0792
L
m
⋅






L 100m≤if
10.75
300m L−
100m






3 2÷
− 100m L< 300m<if
10.75 300m L≤ 350m≤if
10.75
L 350m−
150m






3 2÷
− 350m L<if
10.478=:=
α 1:= β 1:= xmid
Lpp
2
:= x 0 1m, Lpp..:=
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Still water bending moment
Msosagg 0.065− Cw⋅ L
2
⋅ B⋅ CB 0.7+( )⋅
kN
m
2
⋅ 3205043− kN m⋅⋅=:=
Msohogg Cw L
2
⋅ B⋅ 0.1225 0.015CB−( )⋅
kN
m
2
⋅ 3527342 kN m⋅⋅=:=
Ksm x( ) 1.5
x
L
⋅




0 x≤ 0.1 Lpp⋅≤if
0.15
x Lpp 0.1⋅−
Lpp 0.2⋅
0.85⋅+ 0.1 Lpp⋅ x< 0.3 Lpp⋅<if
1 0.3 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.7 Lpp⋅≤if
1
x Lpp 0.7⋅−
Lpp 0.2⋅
0.85⋅− 0.7 Lpp⋅ x< 0.9 Lpp⋅<if
0.15
x Lpp 0.9⋅−
Lpp 0.1⋅
0.15⋅− 0.9 Lpp⋅ x≤ Lpp≤if
0 otherwise
:=
Mssagg x( ) Ksm x( ) Msosagg⋅:=
Mshogg x( ) Ksm x( ) Msohogg⋅:=
0 100 200
4− 10
6
×
2− 10
6
×
0
2 10
6
×
4 10
6
×
Sagg moment
Hogg moment
Still water bending moment
Longitudinal position [m]
B
en
d
in
g
 m
o
m
en
t 
[k
N
m
]
xturret
Mssagg xmid( ) 3205043− kN m⋅⋅= Mssagg xturret( ) 1472798− kN m⋅⋅=
Mshogg xmid( ) 3527342 kN m⋅⋅= Mshogg xturret( ) 1620903 kN m⋅⋅=
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Still water shear force
Qsosagg 5
Msosagg
L
⋅ 62113− kN⋅=:=
Qsohogg 5
Msohogg
L
⋅ 68359 kN⋅=:=
Kwm x( )
x
Lpp 0.15⋅
0 x≤ 0.15 Lpp⋅<if
1 0.15 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.3 Lpp⋅≤if
1
x Lpp 0.3⋅−( ) 0.2⋅
Lpp 0.1⋅
− 0.3 Lpp⋅ x< 0.4 Lpp⋅<if
0.8 0.4 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.6 Lpp⋅≤if
0.8
x Lpp 0.6⋅−( ) 0.2⋅
Lpp 0.1⋅
+ 0.6 Lpp⋅ x< 0.7 Lpp⋅<if
1 0.7 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.85 Lpp⋅≤if
1
x Lpp 0.85⋅−
Lpp 0.15⋅
− 0.85 Lpp⋅ x< Lpp≤if
0 otherwise
:=
Qssagg x( ) Qsosagg Kwm x( )⋅:=
Qshogg x( ) Qsohogg Kwm x( )⋅:=
0 100 200
1− 10
5
×
5− 10
4
×
0
5 10
4
×
1 10
5
×
Sagg shear force
Hogg shear force
Still water shear force
Longitudinal position [m]
S
h
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
]
xturret
Qshogg xturret( ) 68359 kN⋅= Qssagg xturret( ) 62113− kN⋅=
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Still water loads - Direct calculation
Full load condition
Input 
Key values
Lpp 258:=
ρ 1025:=
g 9.81:=
xturret 213.41:=
Ship data
Frame Spacing
Frame_Spacing Framen( ) 0.800− Framen 0≤if
0.800 0 Framen< 64≤if
3.425 64 Framen< 66≤if
4.430 66 Framen< 94≤if
3.480 94 Framen< 111≤if
0.800 Framen 111>if
:=
Frame_XPos Framen( )
1
Framen
n
Frame_Spacing n( )∑
=
:=
Cargo Oil Tank
COT
Tank 
nummber
Rear  
Frame Nr
Front 
Frame Nr
Tank 
volume
1 103 111 7239,1
2 94 103 12702,6
3 87 94 13974,6
4 80 87 13974,6
5 73 80 13974,6
6 66 73 13840,0
SLOP 64 66 2919,9
:=
n 1 7..:=
COT_XPos.
n 1, 
Frame_XPos COTn 2, ( ):=
COT_XPos.
n 2, 
Frame_XPos COTn 3, ( ):=
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COT_XPos
Tank 
nummber
Rear X pos Front X pos Tank length LCG
1 213,41 241,25 27,84 227,193
2 182,09 213,41 31,32 196,413
3 151,08 182,09 31,01 166,585
4 120,07 151,08 31,01 135,575
5 89,06 120,07 31,01 104,565
6 58,05 89,06 31,01 73,66
SLOP 51,2 58,05 6,85 54,641
COT
1〈 〉
COT_XPos.




:=
Water Ballast Tank
WBT
Tank 
nummber
Rear  
Frame Nr
Front 
Frame Nr
Tank 
volume
FPT 111 137 8629,7
1 103 111 5857,1
2F 98 103 2678,1
2A 94 98 2289,3
3 87 94 5100,1
4F 83 87 2185,8
4A 80 83 2185,8
5 73 80 5052
6F 70 73 1986,4
6A 66 70 2342,8
APT -5 15 3075,2
:=
n 1 11..:=
WBT_XPos.
n 1, 
Frame_XPos WBTn 2, ( ):=
WBT_XPos.
n 2, 
Frame_XPos WBTn 3, ( ):=
WBT_XPos
Tank 
nummber
Rear X pos Front X pos Tank length LCG
FPT 241,25 262,05 20,8 247,908
1 213,41 241,25 27,84 228,003
2F 196,01 213,41 17,4 204,407
2A 182,09 196,01 13,92 189,05
3 151,08 182,09 31,01 166,585
4F 133,36 151,08 17,72 144,435
4A 120,07 133,36 13,29 128,93
5 89,06 120,07 31,01 104,666
6F 75,77 89,06 13,29 82,537
6A 58,05 75,77 17,72 67,062
APT -4 12 16 5,144
WBT
1〈 〉
WBT_XPos.




:=
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Tank arrangement 
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Filling Condition
Density ballast water ρWBT 1.025:=
Density cargo oil ρCOT 0.850:=
Fill_CondCOT
Fill_CondWBT




Tank: Fill Percent Tank: Fill Percent
 No. 1 COT (P) 98 % 1 FPT (C) 0,0 %
 No. 1 COT (S) 98 % 1  No. 1 WBT (P) 0 %
 No. 2 COT (P) 98 % 2  No. 1 WBT (S) 0 %
 No. 2 COT (S) 98 % 2  No. 2F WBT (P) 0 %
 No. 3 COT (P) 98 % 3  No. 2F WBT (S) 0 %
 No. 3 COT (S) 98 % 3  No. 2A WBT (P) 70 %
 No. 4 COT (P) 98 % 4  No. 2A WBT (S) 70 %
 No. 4 COT (S) 98 % 4  No. 3 WBT (P) 0 %
 No. 5 COT (P) 98 % 5  No. 3 WBT (S) 0 %
 No. 5 COT (S) 98 % 5  No. 4F WBT (P) 0 %
 No. 6 COT (P) 98 % 6  No. 4F WBT (S) 0 %
 No. 6 COT (S) 98 % 6  No. 4A WBT (P) 0 %
SLOP (P) 98 % 7  No. 4A WBT (S) 0 %
SLOP (S) 98 % 7  No. 5 WBT (P) 0 %
 No. 5 WBT (S) 0 %
 No. 6F WBT (P) 100 %
 No. 6F WBT (S) 100 %
 No. 6A WBT (P) 48,4 %
 No. 6A WBT (S) 47,6 %
APT (C) 0 %
Cargo Oil Tanks Water Ballast Tanks
:=
Light Ship mass :
LSmass
Worksheet
:=
Misc Tanks
MT
Worksheet
:=
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M x( ) LightShipmass x( ) MT_mass x( )+ COT_mass x( )+ WBT_mass x( )+:=
x 6− 5.5−, 270..:=
0 100 200
0
500
1 10
3
×
1.5 10
3
×
Longitudinal mass distribuiton
Longitudinal position [m]
M
as
s 
[t
o
n
n
e]
FzM x( ) M x( ) g⋅
kN
m
⋅:=
Lt 268 6+:= Nn 12000:=
∆x
Lt
Nn
0.023=:=
i 1 Nn 1+( )..:= xi 6− ∆x i 1−( )⋅+:=
FzM
i
FzM xi( ):= ∆x ∆x m⋅:=
0 100 200
0
5 10
3
×
1 10
4
×
1.5 10
4
×
Longitudinal weight distribution 
Longitudinal position [m]
V
er
ti
ca
l 
F
o
rc
e 
p
er
 l
en
g
th
 [
k
N
/m
]
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Panel
d...\nexus1817.pnl
:= Npanel rows Panel( ) 6000=:=
Given as:
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉:= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉:= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉:= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉:=
Fz x( )
1
Npanel
n
ρ g⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ PanelZnorm
n
⋅ PanelZpos
n
⋅ PanelXpos
n
x>



⋅


∑
=
:=
Panelscor
d...\nexus1817.gdf
:=
X Panelscor
1〈 〉:= Y Panelscor
2〈 〉:= Z Panelscor
3〈 〉:=
Panel model
X Y, Z, ( ) X Y−, Z, ( ), 
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Number of panels half ship:
npanels
rows Panelscor( )
4
3000=:=
Panel
Paneln
i j, 
Panelscor
i n 1−( ) 4⋅+[ ] j, 
←
j 1 3..∈for
i 1 4..∈for
Panel
n
Paneln←
n 1 npanels..∈for
Panel
:=
Panelx_max
Panel
n
max Panel
n( ) 1
〈 〉


←
n 1 npanels..∈for:= Panelx_min
Panel
n
min Panel
n( ) 1
〈 〉


←
n 1 npanels..∈for:=
n 1 npanels..:=
Fz
n
PanelZnorm
n
PanelZpos
n
⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ ρ⋅ g⋅:=
B x( )
1
npanels
n
0 Fz
n
0=if
0 Panelx_min
n
x>if
0 Panelx_max
n
x<if
Fz
n
1
12 x
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
2
−






PanelXpos
n
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
2
−+
...









⋅
Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−



2
+
































Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−
otherwise


































∑
=
:=
FzB x( )
2 B x
Lpp
2
−












⋅
1000
kN
m
⋅:=
FZB
i
FzB xi( ):=
FzB supsmooth x FZB, ( ):=
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qz FzB FzM+:=
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Vertical shear force Qz
i
i
12000
n
qz
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:=
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Total buoyancy ∆x FzB∑⋅ 1817469.193− kN⋅=
Total weight ∆x FzM∑⋅ 1817469 kN⋅=
Unbalanced force ∆x qz∑⋅ 11N=
QB
i
1
i
n
FzB
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:= QM
i
1
i
n
FzM
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:=
MB
i
1
i
n
QB
n
∆x⋅( )∑
=
:= MM
i
1
i
n
QM
n
∆x⋅( )∑
=
:=
COB 268m
MB
12001
∆x FzB∑⋅
+ 133.008 m=:= COG 268m
MM
12001
∆x FzM∑⋅
+ 132.67m=:=
Trim moment COG ∆x FzM∑⋅


⋅ COB ∆x FzB∑⋅


⋅+ 615420− kN m⋅⋅=
min My( ) 5343173− kN m⋅⋅= max My( ) 8503 kN m⋅⋅=
min Qz( ) 103232− kN⋅= max Qz( ) 81850 kN⋅=
Midship section forces Turret section forces
Qz
ix 129( )
12884 kN⋅= My
ix 129( )
5234071− kN m⋅⋅= Qz
ix xturret( ) 70148 kN⋅= Myix xturret( ) 1616204− kN m⋅⋅=
Calculation of input to structural analysis
Section loads
Frame 111 Frame 94
Qz
ix 241.249( )
36430625 N⋅= Qz
ix 182.08( )
39482330 N⋅=
My
ix 241.249( )
204473316− N m⋅⋅= My
ix 182.08( )
3802098139− N m⋅⋅=
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Still water loads - Direct calculation
Ballast condition
Input 
Key values
Lpp 258:=
ρ 1025:=
g 9.81:=
xturret 213.41:=
Ship data
Frame Spacing
Frame_Spacing Framen( ) 0.800− Framen 0≤if
0.800 0 Framen< 64≤if
3.425 64 Framen< 66≤if
4.430 66 Framen< 94≤if
3.480 94 Framen< 111≤if
0.800 Framen 111>if
:=
Frame_XPos Framen( )
1
Framen
n
Frame_Spacing n( )∑
=
:=
Cargo Oil Tank
COT
Tank 
nummber
Rear  
Frame Nr
Front 
Frame Nr
Tank 
volume
1 103 111 7239,1
2 94 103 12702,6
3 87 94 13974,6
4 80 87 13974,6
5 73 80 13974,6
6 66 73 13840,0
SLOP 64 66 2919,9
:=
n 1 7..:=
COT_XPos.
n 1, 
Frame_XPos COTn 2, ( ):=
COT_XPos.
n 2, 
Frame_XPos COTn 3, ( ):=
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COT_XPos
Tank 
nummber
Rear X pos Front X pos Tank length LCG
1 213,41 241,25 27,84 227,193
2 182,09 213,41 31,32 196,413
3 151,08 182,09 31,01 166,585
4 120,07 151,08 31,01 135,575
5 89,06 120,07 31,01 104,565
6 58,05 89,06 31,01 73,66
SLOP 51,2 58,05 6,85 54,641
COT 1
〈 〉
COT_XPos.


:=
Water Ballast Tank
WBT
Tank 
nummber
Rear  
Frame Nr
Front 
Frame Nr
Tank 
volume
FPT 111 137 8629,7
1 103 111 5857,1
2F 98 103 2678,1
2A 94 98 2289,3
3 87 94 5100,1
4F 83 87 2185,8
4A 80 83 2185,8
5 73 80 5052
6F 70 73 1986,4
6A 66 70 2342,8
APT -5 15 3075,2
:=
n 1 11..:=
WBT_XPos.
n 1, 
Frame_XPos WBTn 2, ( ):=
WBT_XPos.
n 2, 
Frame_XPos WBTn 3, ( ):=
WBT_XPos
Tank 
nummber
Rear X pos Front X pos Tank length LCG
FPT 241,25 262,05 20,8 247,908
1 213,41 241,25 27,84 228,003
2F 196,01 213,41 17,4 204,407
2A 182,09 196,01 13,92 189,05
3 151,08 182,09 31,01 166,585
4F 133,36 151,08 17,72 144,435
4A 120,07 133,36 13,29 128,93
5 89,06 120,07 31,01 104,666
6F 75,77 89,06 13,29 82,537
6A 58,05 75,77 17,72 67,062
APT -4 12 16 5,144
WBT 1
〈 〉
WBT_XPos.




:=
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Tank arrangement 
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Filling Condition
Density ballast water ρWBT 1.025:=
Density cargo oil ρCOT 0.850:=
Fill_CondCOT
Fill_CondWBT




Tank: Fill Percent Tank: Fill Percent
 No. 1 COT (P) 0 % 1 FPT (C) 10,0 %
 No. 1 COT (S) 0 % 1  No. 1 WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 2 COT (P) 0 % 2  No. 1 WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 2 COT (S) 0 % 2  No. 2F WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 3 COT (P) 50 % 3  No. 2F WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 3 COT (S) 50 % 3  No. 2A WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 4 COT (P) 0 % 4  No. 2A WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 4 COT (S) 0 % 4  No. 3 WBT (P) 0,0 %
 No. 5 COT (P) 0 % 5  No. 3 WBT (S) 0,0 %
 No. 5 COT (S) 0 % 5  No. 4F WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 6 COT (P) 0 % 6  No. 4F WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 6 COT (S) 0 % 6  No. 4A WBT (P) 100,0 %
SLOP (P) 35 % 7  No. 4A WBT (S) 100,0 %
SLOP (S) 35 % 7  No. 5 WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 5 WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 6F WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 6F WBT (S) 100,0 %
 No. 6A WBT (P) 100,0 %
 No. 6A WBT (S) 100,0 %
APT (C) 19 %
Cargo Oil Tanks Water Ballast Tanks
:=
Light Ship mass :
LSmass
Worksheet
:=
Misc Tanks
MT
Worksheet
:=
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M x( ) LightShipmass x( ) MT_mass x( )+ COT_mass x( )+ WBT_mass x( )+:=
x 6− 5.5−, 270..:=
0 100 200
0
200
400
600
800
Longitudinal mass distribuiton
Longitudinal position [m]
M
as
s 
[to
n
n
e]
Lt 268 6+:= Nn 12000:=FzM x( ) M x( ) g⋅
kN
m
⋅:=
∆x
Lt
Nn
0.023=:= i 1 Nn 1+( )..:=
xi 6− ∆x i 1−( )⋅+:= ∆x ∆x m⋅:=
FzMi
FzM xi( ):=
0 100 200
0
2 103×
4 103×
6 103×
8 103×
Longitudinal weight distribution 
Longitudinal position [m]
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Panel
...\nexus1134.pnl
:= Npanel rows Panel( ) 5800=:=
Given as:
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉
:= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉
:= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉
:= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉
:=
Fz x( )
1
Npanel
n
ρ g⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ PanelZnorm
n
⋅ PanelZpos
n
⋅ PanelXpos
n
x>



⋅


∑
=
:=
Panelscor
...\nexus1134.gdf
:=
X Panelscor
1〈 〉
:= Y Panelscor
2〈 〉
:= Z Panelscor
3〈 〉
:=
Panel model
X Y, Z, ( ) X Y−, Z, ( ), 
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Number of panels half ship: npanels
rows Panelscor( )
4
2900=:=
Panel
Panelni j, Panelscor i n 1−( ) 4⋅+[ ] j, 
←
j 1 3..∈for
i 1 4..∈for
Panel
n
Paneln←
n 1 npanels..∈for
Panel
:=
Panelx_max
Panel
n
max Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for:= Panelx_min
Panel
n
min Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for:=
n 1 npanels..:=
Fz
n
PanelZnorm
n
PanelZpos
n
⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ ρ⋅ g⋅:=
B x( )
1
npanels
n
0 Fz
n
0=if
0 Panelx_min
n
x>if
0 Panelx_max
n
x<if
Fz
n
1
12 x
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
2
−






PanelXpos
n
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
2
−+
...









⋅
Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−



2
+




































Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−
otherwise


































∑
=
:=
FzB x( )
2 B x
Lpp
2
−












⋅
1000
kN
m
⋅:=
FZBi
FzB xi( ):= FzB supsmooth x FZB, ( ):=
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Vertical shear force Qzi
i
12000
n
qz
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:=
0 100 200
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Vertical bending moment Myi
i
12000
n
Qz
n
∆x⋅( )∑
=
−:=
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Total buoyancy ∆x FzB∑⋅ 1080132.681− kN⋅=
Total weight ∆x FzM∑⋅ 1080133 kN⋅=
Unbalanced force ∆x qz∑⋅ 3 N=
QBi
1
i
n
FzB
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:= QMi
1
i
n
FzM
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
−:=
MBi
1
i
n
QB
n
∆x⋅( )∑
=
:= MMi
1
i
n
QM
n
∆x⋅( )∑
=
:=
COB 268m
MB12001
∆x FzB∑⋅
+ 137.537 m=:= COG 268m
MM12001
∆x FzM∑⋅
+ 137.379 m=:=
Trim moment COG ∆x FzM∑⋅




⋅ COB ∆x FzB∑⋅




⋅+ 170410− kN m⋅⋅=
min My( ) 172542− kN m⋅⋅= max My( ) 2270038 kN m⋅⋅=
min Qz( ) 34431− kN⋅= max Qz( ) 33058 kN⋅=
Midship section forces Turret section forces
Qzix 129( )
1157 kN⋅= Myix 129( )
2269107 kN m⋅⋅= Qzix xturret( ) 34430− kN⋅= Myix xturret( ) 495876 kN m⋅⋅=
Calculation of input to structural analysis
Section loads
Frame 111 Frame 94
Qzix 241.249( )
5550659 N⋅= Qzix 182.08( )
21848019− N⋅=
Myix 241.249( )
38519850 N m⋅⋅= Myix 182.08( )
1424390576 N m⋅⋅=
Anders Vålandsmyr  
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DNV OFFSHORE STANDARD
calculation of wave induced loads
A1A benign waters
STRUCTURAL  DESIGN OF OFFSHORE SHIPS
DNV-OS-C102
Input parameters
Length O.A. LOA 271m:=
Length B.P. Lpp 258.0m:=
Rule length L Lpp:=
Breadth (moduled) B 46.0m:=
Depth (moduled) D 26.6m:=
Design Draught (moduled) T 18.2m:=
Displacement in tonnes (moduled) Depm 185293.2tonne:=
Density of sea water ρsea 1025
kg
m
3
:=
Displacement volume (moduled) Depv
Depm
ρsea
180774 m
3
⋅=:=
Turret position xturret 213.41m:=
Block coefficient  (moduled) CB
Depv
L B⋅ T⋅
0.837=:=
Wave Coefficient Cw 0.0792
L
m
⋅






L 100m≤if
10.75
300m L−
100m






3 2÷
− 100m L< 300m<if
10.75 300m L≤ 350m≤if
10.75
L 350m−
150m






3 2÷
− 350m L<if
10.478=:=
α 1:= β 1:= xmid
Lpp
2
:= x 0 1m, Lpp..:=
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Wave induced bending moment
Mwosagg 0.11− α⋅ Cw⋅ L
2
⋅ B⋅ CB 0.7+( )⋅
kN
m
2
⋅ 5423919− kN m⋅⋅=:=
Mwohogg 0.19 α⋅ Cw⋅ L
2
⋅ B⋅ CB⋅
kN
m
2
⋅ 5101619 kN m⋅⋅=:=
Kwm x( )
x
Lpp 0.4⋅
0 x≤ 0.4 Lpp⋅≤if
1 0.4 Lpp⋅ x< 0.65 Lpp⋅≤if
1
x Lpp 0.65⋅−
Lpp 0.35⋅
− 0.65 Lpp⋅ x< Lpp≤if
:=
Mwsagg x( ) Kwm x( ) Mwosagg⋅:=
Mwhogg x( ) Kwm x( ) Mwohogg⋅:=
0 100 200
1− 10
7
×
5− 10
6
×
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5 10
6
×
1 10
7
×
Sagg moment
Hogg moment
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en
d
in
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m
en
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[k
N
m
]
xturret
Mwsagg xmid( ) 5423919− kN m⋅⋅= Mwsagg xturret( ) 2678323− kN m⋅⋅=
Mwhogg xmid( ) 5101619 kN m⋅⋅= Mwhogg xturret( ) 2519171 kN m⋅⋅=
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Wave induced shear force
kwqp x( ) 1.59
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅






x
0.2 Lpp⋅
⋅ 0 x≤ 0.2 Lpp⋅<if
1.59
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅ 0.2 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.3 Lpp⋅≤if
1.59
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅ 0.7 1.59
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅−






x Lpp 0.3⋅−
Lpp 0.1⋅
⋅+ 0.3 Lpp⋅ x< 0.4 Lpp⋅<if
0.7 0.4 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.6 Lpp⋅≤if
0.7 1 0.7−( )
x Lpp 0.6⋅−
Lpp 0.1⋅
⋅+ 0.6 Lpp⋅ x< 0.7 Lpp⋅<if
1 0.7 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.85 Lpp⋅≤if
1
x 0.85 Lpp⋅−
0.15 Lpp⋅
− 0.85 Lpp⋅ x< Lpp≤if
:=
kwqn x( ) 0.92
x
0.2 Lpp⋅
⋅ 0 x≤ 0.2 Lpp⋅<if
0.92 0.2 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.3 Lpp⋅≤if
0.92 0.7 0.92−( )
x Lpp 0.3⋅−
Lpp 0.1⋅
⋅+ 0.3 Lpp⋅ x< 0.4 Lpp⋅<if
0.7 0.4 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.6 Lpp⋅≤if
0.7 1.73
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅ 0.7−






x Lpp 0.6⋅−
Lpp 0.1⋅
⋅+ 0.6 Lpp⋅ x< 0.7 Lpp⋅<if
1.73
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅ 0.7 Lpp⋅ x≤ 0.85 Lpp⋅≤if
1.73
CB
CB 0.7+
⋅ 1
x 0.85 Lpp⋅−
0.15 Lpp⋅
−






0.85 Lpp⋅ x< Lpp≤if
:=
QWP x( ) 0.3 β⋅ kwqp x( )⋅ Cw⋅ L⋅ B⋅ CB 0.7+( )⋅
kN
m
2
⋅:=
QWN x( ) 0.3− β⋅ kwqn x( )⋅ Cw⋅ L⋅ B⋅ CB 0.7+( )⋅
kN
m
2
⋅:=
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QWN xturret( ) 54013− kN⋅= QWP xturret( ) 57335 kN⋅=
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Wave induced loads - Direct calculation
Full load condition
Input from Wamit results
Key values
Panel
...\nexus1817.pnl
= Npanel rows Panel( ) 6000== Lpp 258= T 18.17=
ρ 1025= Dep 180576=
g 9.81= M Dep ρ⋅=Given as:
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉
= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉
= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉
= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉
=
Pressurefile
...\nexus1817.5p
=
number of wave periods: jn
rows Pressurefile( )
Npanel
39==
Given as:
HP
HP
n j, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 7, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 8, 
i⋅+←
j 1 jn..∈for
n 1 Npanel..∈for= j - Wave period number
n - Panel number
Tp
Tpj
Pressurefile 1 j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+  1, 
←
j 1 jn..∈for=
j 1 39..=
RAO
...\nexus1817.4
=
Given as
RAOη
RAOηj m, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 6, RAOm j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 7, i⋅+←
m 1 6..∈for
j 1 jn..∈for=
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n 1 Npanel..=
Panelscor
...\nexus1817.gdf
=
X Panelscor
1〈 〉
= Y Panelscor
2〈 〉
= Z Panelscor
3〈 〉
=
Number of planes half ship: npanels
rows Panelscor( )
4
3000==
Panel
Panelni j, Panelscor i n 1−( ) 4⋅+[ ] j, 
←
j 1 3..∈for
i 1 4..∈for
Panel
n
Paneln←
n 1 npanels..∈for
Panel
=
Panelx_max
Panel
n
max Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for= Panelx_min
Panel
n
min Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for=
n 1 npanels..=
xmax max Panelx_max( ) 129.031== xmin min Panelx_min( ) 133−==
Fzw
n j, 
HP
n j, 
RAOηj 3, 
RAOηj 5, 
PanelXpos
n




⋅−



−



ρ⋅ g⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ PanelZnorm
n
⋅=
qzW x j, ( )
1
npanels
n
0 Fzw
n j, 
0=if
0 Panelx_min
n
x>if
0 Panelx_max
n
x<if
Fzw
n j, 
1
12 x
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
2
−






PanelXpos
n
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
...







−
2
+
...











⋅
Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−



2
+




















Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−
otherwise


































∑
=
=
Lt 268 6+= Nn 12000=
∆x
Lt
Nn
0.023==
i 1 Nn 1+( )..=
xi 6− ∆x i 1−( )⋅+=
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qzw x j, ( ) qzW x
Lpp
2
− j, 




=
qzw.i j, 
qzw xi j, ( )=
qzw.
C...\Qz_dyn_press_18_17.dat
=
Vertical wave load distribution qzw. qzw.
2
1000
⋅=
non-zero terms:
ii 89 11564..=
qzw.nzii 88− j, 
qzw.ii j, 
=
x1ii 88−
xii=
qzw.Re Re qzw.nz( )= qzw.Im Im qzw.nz( )=
qzwmag
j〈 〉 qzw.Re
j〈 〉



2
qzw.Im
j〈 〉



2
+= qzwθ
j〈 〉
arg qzw.Re
j〈 〉 qzw.Im
j〈 〉 i⋅

+



=
Vertical wave load distribution for a given phase angle
qzw θ( )
qzwi j, qzwmagi j, 
sin θ qzwθi j, 
+



⋅←
i 1 11476..∈for
j j∈for= qzw_smooth θ( )
qzw_smooth
j〈 〉
supsmooth x1 qzw θ( )
j〈 〉
, 



←
j j∈for=
Wave induced shear force
QzW i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzw.
n j, 
∆x⋅


∑
=
=
Wave induced bending moment
MyW i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzw.
n j, 
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
=
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Mass distribution
Massd_18.17
...\Mass_dist_18_17.dat
=
0 100 200
0
500
1 103×
1.5 103×
Longitudinal mass distribuiton
Longitudinal position [m]
M
as
s 
pe
r 
le
n
gt
h 
[to
n
n
e/
m
]
 Mass induced vertical force distribution
qzMi j, 
Massd_18.17i
RAOηj 3, 
⋅ Massd_18.17( )i xi
Lpp
2
−






⋅






RAOηj 5, 
⋅−






2pi
Tpj






2
⋅








=
non-zero terms:
ii 19 11988..=
qzm.nzii 18− j, 
qzMii j, 
=
x2ii 18−
xii=
qzm.Re Re qzm.nz( )= qzm.Im Im qzm.nz( )=
qzmmag
j〈 〉 qzm.Re
j〈 〉



2
qzm.Im
j〈 〉



2
+= qzmθ
j〈 〉
arg qzm.Re
j〈 〉 qzm.Im
j〈 〉 i⋅

+



=
Vertical mass load distribution for a given phase angle
qzm θ( )
qzmi j, qzmmagi j, 
sin θ qzmθi j, 
+



⋅←
i 1 11970..∈for
j j∈for=
Mass induced shear force Mass induced bending moment
QzM i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzM
n j, 
∆x⋅


∑
=
= MyM i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzM
n j, 
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
=
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Resulting force distribution
qzeff θ( )
qeff i j, 
0←
i 12001∈for
qeff i j, 
qzmmagi 18− j, 
sin θ qzmθi 18− j, 
+



⋅←
i 19 11988..∈for
qeff i j, 
qzwmagi 88− j, 
sin θ qzwθi 88− j, 
+



⋅ qeff i j, 
+←
i 89 11564..∈for
j j∈for=
qzeff_smooth θ( )
qzw_smooth
j〈 〉
supsmooth x1 qzw θ( )
j〈 〉
, 



←
j j∈for
qeff i j, 
0←
i 12001∈for
qeff i j, 
qzmmagi 18− j, 
sin θ qzmθi 18− j, 
+



⋅←
i 19 11988..∈for
qeff i j, 
qzw_smoothi 88− j, qeff i j, 
+←
i 89 11564..∈for
j j∈for
qeff_smooth qeff←
=
Resulting shear force Resulting bending moment 
Qzeff i j, θ, ( ) qzeff.. qzeff θ( )
j〈 〉
←
i
12001
n
qzeff..
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
= Myeff i j, θ, ( ) qzeff.. qzeff θ( )
j〈 〉
←
i
12001
n
qzeff..
n
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
−
=
Resulting shear force
Qeff i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )+=
Resulting bending moment 
Meff i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )+=
Magnitude of amplitudes
QzM_mag i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )= QzW_mag i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( )= Qeff_mag i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )+=
MyM_mag i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )= MyW_mag i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( )= Meff_mag i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )+=
ζa
- Incident wave amplitude
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Specified period Tp21
14= i 1 251, 12001..=
0 100 200
0
5 103×
1 104×
1.5 104×
Wave induced shear force
Mass induced shear force
Resulting shear force
Shear force distribution for 14s wave period
Longitude position [m]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
sh
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
/ζ
.
a]
0 100 200
0
1 106×
2 106×
3 106×
Wave induced bending moment
Mass induced bending moment
Resulting bending moment
Bending moment distribution for 14s wave period
Longitude position [m]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
be
n
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
/ζ
.
a]
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xturret 213.41=
0 10 20 30 40
0
2 105×
4 105×
6 105×
8 105×
0
2 103×
4 103×
6 103×Mid ship resulting bending moment
Mid ship resulting shear force
Peak period midship
Wave period [s]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
be
n
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
/ζ
.
a]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
sh
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
/ζ
.
a]
12 14
Qpp_midship 12= Mpp_midship 14= Tp17 12= Tp21 14=
Qeff_mag ix 129( ) 17, ( ) 5017= Qeff_mag ix 129( ) 21, ( ) 4188=
Meff_mag ix 129( ) 17, ( ) 570138= Meff_mag ix 129( ) 21, ( ) 667124=
MY x Tp, ζa, ( ) n 1←
n1 n←
n n 1+( ) Tp
n
Tp≤



←
n 0≠while
Meff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )
Meff_mag ix x( ) n1, ( ) Meff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )−
Tpn1
Tpn1 1−
−
Tp Tpn1 1−
−



⋅+








ζa⋅
=
QZ x Tp, ζa, ( ) n 1←
n1 n←
n n 1+( ) Tp
n
Tp≤



←
n 0≠while
Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )
Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1, ( ) Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )−
Tpn1
Tpn1 1−
−
Tp Tpn1 1−
−



⋅+








ζa⋅
=
Qmidship Tp ζa, ( ) QZ 129 Tp, ζa, ( )= Mmidship Tp ζa, ( ) MY 129 Tp, ζa, ( )=
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0 100 200
0
2 105×
4 105×
6 105×
8 105×
0
2 103×
4 103×
6 103×
8 103×
1 104×
Resulting bending moment 15s wave period
Resulting bending moment 14s wave period
Resulting bending moment 13.5s wave period
Resulting shear force 15s wave period
Resulting shear force 14s wave period
Resulting shear force 13.5s wave period
Resulting section loads for wave period 15s, 14s and 13s
Longitudinal position [m]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
be
n
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
/ζ
.
a]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
sh
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
/ζ
.
a]
205125
Max amplitudes
Qeff_mag ix 205( ) 20, ( ) 8851=
Meff_mag ix 125( ) 21, ( ) 667381=
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0 10 20 30 40
0
1 105×
2 105×
3 105×
0
2 103×
4 103×
6 103×
8 103×
Turret location resulting bending moment
Turret location resulting shear force
Peak period Turret location
Wave period [s]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
be
n
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
/ζ
.
a]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
sh
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
/ζ
.
a]
13
Qpp_turret 13= Mpp_turret 13= Tp19 13=
Qeff_mag ix xturret( ) 19, ( ) 8474=
Meff_mag ix xturret( ) 19, ( ) 206643=
Qturret Tp ζa, ( ) QZ xturret Tp, ζa, ( )= Mturret Tp ζa, ( ) MY xturret Tp, ζa, ( )=
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Long term wave statistic
North Atlantic wave data
αHs 3.041= βHs 1.484= γHs 0.661=
a0 0.70= a1 1.27= a2 0.131= b0 0.1334= b1 0.0264= b2 0.1906−=
μ h( ) a0 a1 h
a2
⋅+= σ h( ) b0 b1 e
b2 h⋅
⋅+=
fHs h( )
βHs
αHs
h γHs−
αHs






βHs 1−( )
⋅ exp
h γHs−
αHs






βHs
−








⋅=
fTz|Hs t h, ( )
1
σ h( ) t⋅ 2pi⋅
exp
ln t( ) μ h( )−( )2−
2σ h( )2








⋅=
0 3 6 9 12 15
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Long term distribution of significant wave height
Significant wave height [m]
fHs h( )
h
Tz. Tp( )
Tp
1.2859
= Tp. Tz( ) Tz 1.2859⋅=
FHs h( ) 1 exp
h γHs−
αHs






βHs
−








−=
0 3 6 9 12 15
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
Significant wave height [m]
FHs h( )
h
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number of storms per year: n 2922=
Return period in years TR 100=
Hs_100 αHs ln
1
TR n⋅






−






1
βHs
⋅ γHs+=
100 year significant wave height:
Hs_100 17.417=
t 4 4.1, 25..=
5 10 15 20
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
Distribution of zero up crossing wave period for Hs_100
Peak period [s]
fTz|Hs t Hs_100, ( )
t
Assume narrow banded process thus:
Tz_100 e
μ Hs_100( ) σ Hs_100( )2− 12.535==
Tp_100 Tp. Tz_100( ) 16.119==
Probability of 3h storm with 100 year return period P100y_storm fTz|Hs Tz_100 Hs_100, ( ) fHs Hs_100( )⋅=
Combined probability of given Hs and Tz
Guess
Hs 14=
Given
fTz|Hs Tz Hs, ( ) fHs Hs( )⋅ P100y_storm=
Hs 5>
Hs100|Tz Tz( ) Find Hs( )=
m0 Hs( )
Hs
4






2
=
Hs100|Tz Tz_100( ) 17.417=ζa.max Hs Tz, ( ) 2 m0 Hs( )⋅ ln 10800Tz



⋅






0.5
=
ζa.100y|Tp Tp( ) ζa.max Hs100|Tz Tz. Tp( )( ) Tz. Tp( ), ( )=
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Tz
.
7 7.1, 16..=
10 12.4 14.8 17.2 19.6 22
0
2.4 106×
4.8 106×
7.2 106×
9.6 106×
1.2 107×
10
11.6
13.2
14.8
16.4
18
M.midship ζ.a=10m
M.midship ζ.a max 100year
ζ.a max 100year
100 year return period wave induced midship bending moment
Wave period [s]
B
en
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
]
W
av
e 
am
p 
[m
]
14 14.5
TpM.ms.max 14.5= HsM.ms.max Hs100|Tz Tz. TpM.ms.max( )( ) 17.153==
ζa|.ms.M.max ζa.100y|Tp TpM.ms.max( ) 15.889==
Mmidship_100y_rp Mmidship TpM.ms.max ζa|.ms.M.max, ( )=
Mmidship_100y_rp 10539719=
Qmidship_100y_rp Qmidship TpM.ms.max ζa|.ms.M.max, ( )=
Qmidship_100y_rp 60968=
Max amplitudes
MY 135 TpM.ms.max, ζa|.ms.M.max, ( ) 10447156= QZ 205 TpM.ms.max, ζa|.ms.M.max, ( ) 136240=
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Tz
.
7 7.1, 16..=
10 12.4 14.8 17.2 19.6 22
0
8 105×
1.6 106×
2.4 106×
3.2 106×
4 106×
10
11.6
13.2
14.8
16.4
18
M.turret ζ.a=10m
M.turret ζ.a max 100year
ζ.a max 100year
100 year rp. wave induced turret section bending moment
Wave period [s]
B
en
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
]
W
av
e 
am
p 
[m
]
13 13.5
TpM.turret.max 13.5= HsM.turret.max Hs100|Tz Tz. TpM.turret.max( )( ) 16.705== ntm 20=
ζa|Turret.M.max ζa.100y|Tp TpM.turret.max( ) 15.555==
Mturret_100y_rp Mturret TpM.turret.max ζa|Turret.M.max, ( )=
Mturret_100y_rp 3180191=
Qturret_100y_rp Qturret TpM.turret.max ζa|Turret.M.max, ( )=
Qturret_100y_rp 131345=
Tpntm
13.5=
Phase for min moment at turret θturret arg Meff ix xturret( ) ntm, ( )( ) 144.02− deg⋅==
ζa ζa|Turret.M.max=
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Wave load distribution near turret location
150 200 250
4− 103×
2− 103×
0
2 103×
4 103×
6 103×
Wave induced vertical force
Mass induced vertical force
Resulting vertical force
100 year rp. vertical force distribution, 13.5s Tp, -144° phase angle
Longitude position [m]
V
er
tic
al
 
fo
rc
e 
di
st
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u
tio
n
 
[k
N
/m
]
xturret
i 6001 6101, 11600..=
150 200 250
8− 106×
6− 106×
4− 106×
2− 106×
0
2 106×
5− 104×
0
5 104×
1 105×
1.5 105×
Resulting Bending moment
Resulting Shear force
100 year rp. Resulting section loads, Wave 13.5s Tp,θ -144° 
Longitude position [m]
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en
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n
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kN
m
]
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ea
r 
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e 
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N
]
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Calculation of input to structural analysis
Acceleration 
Heave acceleration RAOηntm 3, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅ sin θturret arg RAOηntm 3, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅








+








−⋅ ζa|Turret.M.max 0.8007=
Pitch acceleration RAOηntm 5, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅ sin θturret arg RAOηntm 5, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅








+








−⋅ ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 0.029386−=
Section loads
At turret
Qzeff ix xturret( ) ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 118362=
Myeff ix xturret( ) ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 3023863−=
Frame 111 Frame 94
Qzeff 10829 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 58317.268= Qzeff 8238 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 71681.09=
Myeff 10829 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 387910.172−= Myeff 8238 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 6305681.41−=
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Wave induced loads - Direct calculation
Ballast condition
Input from Wamit results
Panel
...\nexus1134.pnl
= Npanel rows Panel( ) 5800== Key values
Lpp 258= T 11.34=
ρ 1025= Dep 106937=
Given as:
g 9.81= M Dep ρ⋅=
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉
= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉
= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉
= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉
=
Pressurefile
...\nexus1134.5p
=
number of wave periods: jn
rows Pressurefile( )
Npanel
39==
Given as:
HP
HP
n j, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 7, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 8, 
i⋅+←
j 1 jn..∈for
n 1 Npanel..∈for= j - Wave period number
n - Panel number
Tp
Tpj
Pressurefile 1 j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+  1, 
←
j 1 jn..∈for=
j 1 39..=
RAO
...\nexus1134.4
=
Given as
RAOη
RAOηj m, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 6, RAOm j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 7, i⋅+←
m 1 6..∈for
j 1 jn..∈for=
n 1 Npanel..=
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Panelscor
...\nexus1134.gdf
=
X Panelscor
1〈 〉
= Y Panelscor
2〈 〉
= Z Panelscor
3〈 〉
=
Number of planes half ship: npanels
rows Panelscor( )
4
2900==
Panel
Panelni j, Panelscor i n 1−( ) 4⋅+[ ] j, 
←
j 1 3..∈for
i 1 4..∈for
Panel
n
Paneln←
n 1 npanels..∈for
Panel
=
Panelx_max
Panel
n
max Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for= Panelx_min
Panel
n
min Panel
n( ) 1〈 〉 ←
n 1 npanels..∈for=
n 1 npanels..=
xmax max Panelx_max( ) 129.004== xmin min Panelx_min( ) 125−==
Fzw
n j, 
HP
n j, 
RAOηj 3, 
RAOηj 5, 
PanelXpos
n




⋅−



−



ρ⋅ g⋅ Panelarea
n
⋅ PanelZnorm
n
⋅=
qzW x j, ( )
1
npanels
n
0 Fzw
n j, 
0=if
0 Panelx_min
n
x>if
0 Panelx_max
n
x<if
Fzw
n j, 
1
12 x
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
...
2
−










PanelXpos
n
Panelx_min
n
Panelx_max
n
+
...
2
−










⋅
Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−



2
+












Panelx_max
n
Panelx_min
n
−
otherwise






























∑
=
=
Lt 268 6+= Nn 12000= i 1 Nn 1+( )..=
∆x
Lt
Nn
0.023== xi 6− ∆x i 1−( )⋅+=
qzw x j, ( ) qzW x
Lpp
2
− j, 




=
qzw.i j, 
qzw xi j, ( )=
qzw.
C...\Qz_dyn_press_11_34.dat
=
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Vertical wave load distribution
qzw. qzw.
2
1000
⋅=
non-zero terms:
ii 439 11563..=
qzw.nzii 438− j, 
qzw.ii j, 
=
x1ii 438−
xii=
qzw.Re Re qzw.nz( )= qzw.Im Im qzw.nz( )=
qzwmag
j〈 〉 qzw.Re
j〈 〉



2
qzw.Im
j〈 〉



2
+= qzwθ
j〈 〉
arg qzw.Re
j〈 〉 qzw.Im
j〈 〉 i⋅

+



=
Vertical wave load distribution for a given phase angle
qzw θ( )
qzwi j, qzwmagi j, 
sin θ qzwθi j, 
+



⋅←
i 1 11125..∈for
j j∈for= qzw_smooth θ( )
qzw_smooth
j〈 〉
supsmooth x1 qzw θ( )
j〈 〉
, 



←
j j∈for=
Wave induced shear force
QzW i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzw.
n j, 
∆x⋅


∑
=
=
Wave induced bending moment
MyW i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzw.
n j, 
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
=
Mass distribution
Massd_18.17
...\Mass_dist_11_34.dat
=
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0 100 200
0
200
400
600
800
Longitudinal mass distribuiton
Longitudinal position [m]
M
as
s 
pe
r 
le
n
gt
h 
[to
n
n
e/
m
]
 Mass induced vertical force distribution
qzMi j, 
Massd_18.17i
RAOηj 3, 
⋅ Massd_18.17( )i xi
Lpp
2
−






⋅






RAOηj 5, 
⋅−






2pi
Tpj






2
⋅








=
non-zero terms:
ii 19 11988..=
qzm.nzii 18− j, 
qzMii j, 
=
x2ii 18−
xii=
qzm.Re Re qzm.nz( )= qzm.Im Im qzm.nz( )=
qzmmag
j〈 〉 qzm.Re
j〈 〉



2
qzm.Im
j〈 〉



2
+= qzmθ
j〈 〉
arg qzm.Re
j〈 〉 qzm.Im
j〈 〉 i⋅

+



=
Vertical mass load distribution for a given phase angle
qzm θ( )
qzmi j, qzmmagi j, 
sin θ qzmθi j, 
+



⋅←
i 1 11970..∈for
j j∈for=
Mass induced shear force Mass induced bending moment
QzM i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzM
n j, 
∆x⋅


∑
=
= MyM i j, ( )
i
12001
n
qzM
n j, 
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
=
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Resulting force distribution
qzeff θ( )
qeff i j, 
0←
i 12001∈for
qeff i j, 
qzmmagi 18− j, 
sin θ qzmθi 18− j, 
+



⋅←
i 19 11988..∈for
qeff i j, 
qzwmagi 438− j, 
sin θ qzwθi 438− j, 
+



⋅ qeff i j, 
+←
i 439 11563..∈for
j j∈for=
qzeff_smooth θ( )
qzw_smooth
j〈 〉
supsmooth x1 qzw θ( )
j〈 〉
, 



←
j j∈for
qeff i j, 
0←
i 12001∈for
qeff i j, 
qzmmagi 18− j, 
sin θ qzmθi 18− j, 
+



⋅←
i 19 11988..∈for
qeff i j, 
qzw_smoothi 438− j, qeff i j, 
+←
i 439 11563..∈for
j j∈for
qeff_smooth qeff←
=
Resulting shear force Resulting bending moment 
Qzeff i j, θ, ( ) qzeff.. qzeff θ( )
j〈 〉
←
i
12001
n
qzeff..
n
∆x⋅


∑
=
= Myeff i j, θ, ( ) qzeff.. qzeff θ( )
j〈 〉
←
i
12001
n
qzeff..
n
∆x⋅ x
n
xi−( )⋅ ∑
=
−
=
Resulting shear force
Qeff i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )+=
Resulting bending moment 
Meff i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )+=
Magnitude of amplitudes
QzM_mag i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )= QzW_mag i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( )= Qeff_mag i j, ( ) QzW i j, ( ) QzM i j, ( )+=
MyM_mag i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )= MyW_mag i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( )= Meff_mag i j, ( ) MyW i j, ( ) MyM i j, ( )+=
ζa
- Incident wave amplitude
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Specified period Tp21
14= i 1 251, 12001..=
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0
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xturret 213.41=
0 10 20 30 40
0
2 105×
4 105×
6 105×
0
2 103×
4 103×
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Mid ship resulting bending moment
Mid ship resulting shear force
Peak period midship
Wave period [s]
A
m
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itu
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be
n
di
n
g 
m
o
m
en
t [
kN
m
/ζ
.
a]
A
m
pl
itu
de
 
sh
ea
r 
fo
rc
e 
[k
N
/ζ
.
a]
10.5 13
Qpp_midship 10.5= Mpp_midship 13= Tp14 10.5= Tp19 13=
Qeff_mag ix 129( ) 14, ( ) 4481= Qeff_mag ix 129( ) 19, ( ) 3565=
Meff_mag ix 129( ) 14, ( ) 371174= Meff_mag ix 129( ) 19, ( ) 572184=
MY x Tp, ζa, ( ) n 1←
n1 n←
n n 1+( ) Tp
n
Tp≤



←
n 0≠while
Meff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )
Meff_mag ix x( ) n1, ( ) Meff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )−
Tpn1
Tpn1 1−
−
Tp Tpn1 1−
−



⋅+








ζa⋅
=
QZ x Tp, ζa, ( ) n 1←
n1 n←
n n 1+( ) Tp
n
Tp≤



←
n 0≠while
Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )
Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1, ( ) Qeff_mag ix x( ) n1 1−, ( )−
Tpn1
Tpn1 1−
−
Tp Tpn1 1−
−



⋅+








ζa⋅
=
Qmidship Tp ζa, ( ) QZ 129 Tp, ζa, ( )= Mmidship Tp ζa, ( ) MY 129 Tp, ζa, ( )=
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205135
Max amplitudes
Qeff_mag ix 205( ) 19, ( ) 7734=
Meff_mag ix 135( ) 19, ( ) 574989=
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12.5
Qpp_turret 12.5= Mpp_turret 12.5= Tp18 12.5=
Qeff_mag ix xturret( ) 18, ( ) 7457=
Meff_mag ix xturret( ) 18, ( ) 184727=
Qturret Tp ζa, ( ) QZ xturret Tp, ζa, ( )= Mturret Tp ζa, ( ) MY xturret Tp, ζa, ( )=
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Long term wave statistic
North Atlantic wave data
αHs 3.041= βHs 1.484= γHs 0.661=
a0 0.70= a1 1.27= a2 0.131= b0 0.1334= b1 0.0264= b2 0.1906−=
μ h( ) a0 a1 h
a2
⋅+= σ h( ) b0 b1 e
b2 h⋅
⋅+=
fHs h( )
βHs
αHs
h γHs−
αHs






βHs 1−( )
⋅ exp
h γHs−
αHs






βHs
−








⋅=
fTz|Hs t h, ( )
1
σ h( ) t⋅ 2pi⋅
exp
ln t( ) μ h( )−( )2−
2σ h( )2








⋅=
0 3 6 9 12 15
0
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Long term distribution of significant wave height
Significant wave height [m]
fHs h( )
h
Tz. Tp( )
Tp
1.2859
= Tp. Tz( ) Tz 1.2859⋅=
FHs h( ) 1 exp
h γHs−
αHs






βHs
−








−=
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number of storms per year: n 2922=
Return period in years TR 100=
Hs_100 αHs ln
1
TR n⋅






−






1
βHs
⋅ γHs+=
100 year significant wave:
Hs_100 17.417=
t 4 4.1, 25..=
5 10 15 20
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
Distribution of zero up crossing wave period for Hs_100
Peak period [s]
fTz|Hs t Hs_100, ( )
t
Assume narrow banded process thus:
Tz_100 e
μ Hs_100( ) σ Hs_100( )2− 12.535==
Tp_100 Tp. Tz_100( ) 16.119==
Probability of 3h storm with 100 year return period P100y_storm fTz|Hs Tz_100 Hs_100, ( ) fHs Hs_100( )⋅=
Combined probability of given Hs and Tz
Guess
Hs 14=
Given
fTz|Hs Tz Hs, ( ) fHs Hs( )⋅ P100y_storm=
Hs 5>
Hs100|Tz Tz( ) Find Hs( )=
m0 Hs( )
Hs
4






2
=
Hs100|Tz Tz_100( ) 17.417=ζa.max Hs Tz, ( ) 2 m0 Hs( )⋅ ln 10800Tz



⋅






0.5
=
ζa.100y|Tp Tp( ) ζa.max Hs100|Tz Tz. Tp( )( ) Tz. Tp( ), ( )=
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Tz
.
7 7.1, 16..=
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100 year return period wave induced midship bending moment
Wave period [s]
B
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m
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m
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t [
kN
m
]
W
av
e 
am
p 
[m
]
13 13.5
TpM.ms.max 13.5= HsM.ms.max Hs100|Tz Tz. TpM.ms.max( )( ) 16.705==
ζa|.ms.M.max ζa.100y|Tp TpM.ms.max( ) 15.555==
Mmidship_100y_rp Mmidship TpM.ms.max ζa|.ms.M.max, ( )=
Mmidship_100y_rp 8869926=
Qmidship_100y_rp Qmidship TpM.ms.max ζa|.ms.M.max, ( )=
Qmidship_100y_rp 49894=
Max amplitudes
MY 135 TpM.ms.max, ζa|.ms.M.max, ( ) 8893400= QZ 205 TpM.ms.max, ζa|.ms.M.max, ( ) 117790=
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Tz
.
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100 year rp. wave induced turret section bending moment
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W
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[m
]
1312.5
TpM.turret.max 13= HsM.turret.max Hs100|Tz Tz. TpM.turret.max( )( ) 16.391== ntm 19=
ζa|Turret.M.max ζa.100y|Tp TpM.turret.max( ) 15.304==
Mturret_100y_rp Mturret TpM.turret.max ζa|Turret.M.max, ( )=
Mturret_100y_rp 2796953=
Qturret_100y_rp Qturret TpM.turret.max ζa|Turret.M.max, ( )=
Qturret_100y_rp 113133=
Tpntm
13=
Phase for min moment at turret θturret arg Meff ix xturret( ) ntm, ( )( ) pi+ 42.87 deg⋅==
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Wave load distribution near turret location
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Calculation of input to structural analysis
Acceleration 
Heave acceleration RAOηntm 3, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅ sin θturret arg RAOηntm 3, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅








+








−⋅ ζa|Turret.M.max 0.622−=
Pitch acceleration RAOηntm 5, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅ sin θturret arg RAOηntm 5, 
2pi
Tpntm




2
⋅








+








−⋅ ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 0.027691=
Section loads
At turret
Qzeff ix xturret( ) ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 109947−=
Myeff ix xturret( ) ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 2789222=
Frame 111 Frame 94
Qzeff 10829 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 53326.759−= Qzeff 8238 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 87232.806−=
Myeff 10829 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 341965.024= Myeff 8238 ntm, θturret, ( ) ζa|Turret.M.max⋅ 6088789.674=
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Sea pressure loads - Wamit results to Ansys input
Full load condition
Input from Wamit results
Key values
Panel
d...\nexus1817.pnl
=
Npanel rows Panel( ) 6000== Lpp 258= Dep 180576=
ρ 1025= M Dep ρ⋅=
g 9.81= T 18.17=
Given as:
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉=
Pressurefile
...\nexus1817.5p
=
number of wave periods: jn
rows Pressurefile( )
Npanel
39==
Given as:
HP
HP
n j, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 7, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 8, 
i⋅+←
j 1 jn..∈for
n 1 Npanel..∈for= j - Wave period number
n - Panel number
Tp
Tp
j
Pressurefile 1 j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+  1, 
←
j 1 jn..∈for=
j 1 39..=
RAO
...\nexus1817.4
=
Given as
RAOη
RAOη
j m, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 6, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 7, 
i⋅+←
m 1 6..∈for
j 1 jn..∈for=
n 1
Npanel
2
..=
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j 20=Wave data input
ζa 15.555= Tp
j
13.5= θ 144.02− °=
Wave pressure for given amplitude
Pw
n j, 
HP
n j, 
RAOη
j 3, 
RAOη
j 5, 
PanelXpos
n




⋅−



−



ρ⋅ g⋅ ζa⋅=
Pressure for given wave amplitude period and phase
Press
Test
n
Pw
n j, 
1
1000




2
⋅ sin θ 0 Pw
n j, 
0=if
arg Pw
n j, 




otherwise
+







⋅←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Panel_pos
Test
n 1, 
Panel
n 1, 
Lpp
2
+←
Test
n 2, 
Panel
n 2, 
←
Test
n 3, 
Panel
n 3, 
T+←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Dist x y, z, ( )
Dist
n
x Panel_pos
n 1, 
−( )2 y Panel_posn 2, −( )
2
+ z Panel_pos
n 3, 
−( )2+←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Finding the nearest Wamit panel for the selected Ansys node
Pressposs x y, z, ( ) lookup min Dist x y, z, ( )( ) Dist x y, z, ( ), Press, ( )1=
Input from Ansys
Node position
Npos
...\Npos.dat
=
Transforming Ansys coordinates in mm to m
Npos
Npos
1000
=
Ntot rows Npos( ) 461014==
Node selected for sea pressure
Sea_pres
...\Npress_sel.dat
=
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Calculating pressure at selected nodes
Selecting ULS B condition
Pdyn.Fact 1.15= Pstat.Fact 1=
NodeSea_press
NodeSea_press
n
0 Sea_pres
n
1−=if
WLP Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, T, ( )←
0
WLP 1000
2
⋅ Pdyn.Fact⋅
ρ g⋅
Npos
n 3, 
T−( )<if
1.15 WLP⋅ Nposn 3, T−( )
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅−




otherwise
Npos
n 3, 
T>if
0 Pdyn.Fact Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, Npos
n 3, 
, ( )⋅
Pstat.Fact
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅ T Npos
n 3, 
−( )⋅+
... 0<if
Pdyn.Fact Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, Npos
n 3, 
, ( )⋅
Pstat.Fact
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅ T Npos
n 3, 
−( )⋅+
...





otherwise
otherwise
←
n 1 Ntot..∈for=
Writing results to Ansys input file
...\Npress_loaded.dat
NodeSea_press
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Sea pressure loads - Wamit results to Ansys input
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Input from Wamit results
Key values
Panel
d...\nexus1134.pnl
=
Npanel rows Panel( ) 5800== Lpp 258= Dep 106808=
ρ 1025= M Dep ρ⋅=
g 9.81= T 11.34=
Given as:
Panelarea Panel
4〈 〉= PanelXpos Panel
1〈 〉= PanelZpos Panel
3〈 〉= PanelZnorm Panel
7〈 〉=
Pressurefile
...\nexus1134.5p
=
number of wave periods: jn
rows Pressurefile( )
Npanel
39==
Given as:
HP
HP
n j, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 7, 
Pressurefilen j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+ 8, 
i⋅+←
j 1 jn..∈for
n 1 Npanel..∈for=
j - Wave period number
n - Panel number
Tp
Tp
j
Pressurefile 1 j 1−( ) Npanel⋅+  1, 
←
j 1 jn..∈for=
j 1 39..=
RAO
...\nexus1134.4
=
Given as
RAOη
RAOη
j m, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 6, 
RAO
m j 1−( ) 6⋅+ 7, 
i⋅+←
m 1 6..∈for
j 1 jn..∈for=
n 1
Npanel
2
..=
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j 19=Wave data input
ζa 15.304= Tp
j
13= θ 42.87°=
Wave pressure for given amplitude
Pw
n j, 
HP
n j, 
RAOη
j 3, 
RAOη
j 5, 
PanelXpos
n




⋅−



−



ρ⋅ g⋅ ζa⋅=
Pressure for given wave amplitude period and phase
Press
Test
n
Pw
n j, 
1
1000




2
⋅ sin θ 0 Pw
n j, 
0=if
arg Pw
n j, 




otherwise
+







⋅←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Panel_pos
Test
n 1, 
Panel
n 1, 
Lpp
2
+←
Test
n 2, 
Panel
n 2, 
←
Test
n 3, 
Panel
n 3, 
T+←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Dist x y, z, ( )
Dist
n
x Panel_pos
n 1, 
−( )2 y Panel_posn 2, −( )
2
+ z Panel_pos
n 3, 
−( )2+←
n 1
Npanel
2
..∈for=
Finding the nearest Wamit panel for the selected Ansys node
Pressposs x y, z, ( ) lookup min Dist x y, z, ( )( ) Dist x y, z, ( ), Press, ( )1=
Input from Ansys
Node position
Npos
...\Npos.dat
=
Transforming Ansys coordinates in mm to m
Npos
Npos
1000
=
Ntot rows Npos( ) 461014==
Node selected for sea pressure
Sea_pres
...\Npress_sel.dat
=
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Calculating pressure at selected nodes
Selecting ULS B condition
Pdyn.Fact 1.15= Pstat.Fact 1=
NodeSea_press
NodeSea_press
n
0 Sea_pres
n
1−=if
WLP Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, T, ( )←
0
WLP 1000
2
⋅ Pdyn.Fact⋅
ρ g⋅
Npos
n 3, 
T−( )<if
1.15 WLP⋅ Nposn 3, T−( )
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅−




otherwise
Npos
n 3, 
T>if
0 Pdyn.Fact Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, Npos
n 3, 
, ( )⋅
Pstat.Fact
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅ T Npos
n 3, 
−( )⋅+
... 0<if
Pdyn.Fact Pressposs Nposn 1, 
Npos
n 2, 
, Npos
n 3, 
, ( )⋅
Pstat.Fact
ρ g⋅
1000
2
⋅ T Npos
n 3, 
−( )⋅+
...





otherwise
otherwise
←
n 1 Ntot..∈for=
Writing results to Ansys input file
...\Npress_ballast.dat
NodeSea_press
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ANNEX D 
Ansys model plots
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ANNEX E 
Ansys result plots – Full load condition
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ANNEX F 
Ansys result plots – Ballast condition
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